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Abstract

Task 5.6 of the CONFINE project requires to present 1) a social-technical-economic evaluation of
Community-owned Local IP Networks (COPLANs) and 2) develop a sustainability model.
As a result, this document contains a social-technical-economic evaluation model of Community-
owned Local IP Networks (Chapter 1), together with 2) a sustainability model based on the common-
pool resource model (CPR) for network infrastructure (Chapter 2), extended to cloud infrastructure
and services (Chapter 3). These sustainability models have been inspired, developed and evaluated
from the experience and organisational design of the guifi.net Community Network. The CPR model
is validated in terms of social, technical and economic impact from the experience of guifi.net in the
four years of this project, while the community cloud model is still in a growth phase although with
initial promising results.
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Executive Summary

Task 5.6 of the CONFINE project requires to present 1) a social-technical-economic evaluation of
Community-owned Local IP Networks (COPLANs) and 2) develop a sustainability model.
As a result, this document contains a social-technical-economic evaluation model of Community-
owned Local IP Networks (Chapter 1), together with 2) a sustainability model based on the common-
pool resource model (CPR) for network infrastructure (Chapter 2), extended to cloud infrastructure
and services (Chapter 3). These sustainability models have been inspired, developed and evaluated
from the experience and organisational design of the guifi.net Community Network. The CPR model
is validated in terms of social, technical and economic impact from the experience of guifi.net in the
four years of this project, while the community cloud model is still in a growth phase although with
initial promising results.

Introduction

Crowdsourced computer networks are built by citizens and organisations who pool their resources
and coordinate their efforts to build network infrastructures. The coverage of underserved areas and
the fight against the digital divide are the most frequent driving factors, but motivations such as
contributing to development of a new telecommunications model or just for pleasure are also often
mentioned by their contributors. Technologies employed vary significantly, ranging from very-low-
cost, off-the-shelf wireless (WiFi) routers to expensive optical fibre (OF) equipment [2].
Models of participation, organisation, and funding are very diverse. For example, some networks are
freely accessible, others are cooperative based, some are run by federations of microISPs, etc. A few
examples follow1. Broadband for Rural North (B4RN) in Lancashire, UK, and Nepal Wireless Net-
working Project (NWNP) are networks built in response to the lack of coverage of the conventional
operators. B4RN deploys and operates optical fibre in a cooperative way. NWNP [3] is a social enter-
prise that provides Internet access, electronic commerce, education, telemedicine, environmental. and
agricultural services to a number of remote villages, using wireless technologies. The French Data
Network Federation (FFDN) is a federation of French Do-it-Yourself ISPs which comprises DSL re-
sellers, Wireless Internet Service Providers (WISPs) collocation centres, and the like. HSLnet is one
of the many cooperative fibre-optic networks in the Netherlands.
Community Networks (CNs) are a subset of crowdsourced networks that are characterised for being
open, free, and neutral. They are open because everyone has the right to know how they are built.
They are free because the network access is driven by the non-discriminatory principle; thus they
are universal. And they are neutral because any technical solution available may be used to extend
the network, and because the network can be used to transmit data of any kind by any participant,
including commercial purposes.
Representative examples2 are Freifunk (FF) in Germany, the Athens Wireless Metropolitan Network
(AWMN) in Attica, Greece, FunkFeuer (0xFF) in Austria, and Ninux.org in Italy, all of them with

1BARN: http://b4rn.org.uk/, NWNP: http://www.nepalwireless.net/, FFDN: http://www.
ffdn.org/en, HSLnet: http://www.hslnet.nl/

2FF: http://freifunk.net/, AWMN: http://www.awmn.net/, 0xFF: http://www.funkfeuer.at/
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Executive Summary

thousands of links, mostly wireless3, but gradually integrating also optical fibre and optical wireless
links.
This document looks at sustainability models from descriptive and prescriptive perspectives. The
descriptive perspective results in a 1) social-technical-economic evaluation model of Community-
owned Local IP Networks in Chapter 1. The prescriptive perspective is divided into two models: a
sustainability model based on the common-pool resource model (CPR) for network infrastructure in
Chapter 2, and an extension to cloud infrastructure and services in Chapter 3. These sustainability
models have been inspired, developed and evaluated from the experience and organisational design
of the guifi.net Community Network. The CPR model for network infrastructure is validated in terms
of social, technical and economic impact from the experience of guifi.net in the four years of this
project, while the community cloud model for cloud resources and services is still in a growth phase
although with initial promising results.
Chapter 1, concerning the social-technical-economic evaluation model, is organized as follows: In
Section 1.2 we describe the rationale for the development of Community Networks. The following
four sections present evaluations performed from different perspectives: social in Section 1.3, tech-
nical in Section 1.4, economic in Section 1.5, and legal in Section 1.6. In section 1.7 we conclude
outlining our analysis and evaluation.
Chapter 2 analyzes and discusses the sustainability model for the organization of community networks
as resilient and adaptable organisations under the regime of a Common-Pool-Resource.
In Chapter 3 we extend the CPR-based sustainability model from the network infrastructure to com-
puting resources (servers) and services offered in community networks.
This community cloud model includes a user community beyond researchers, which becomes also a
sustainability path for the CONFINE experimental infrastructure for usage beyond the project end.
The experimental infrastructure is a set of Research Devices (RD) pooled under the authority of a
Controller that allows the contribution of new RD computers (registration, firmware download, re-
mote control), and the allocation and deployment of slices of Linux Containers on the pool of RDs.
In this sustainability path, this experimental infrastructure extends to a community cloud infrastruc-
ture available for experimental community cloud services that use RDs as a pool of Resource Devices
(RD too). The Controller acts as a Resource Registry and Resource Manager to allocate a slice of
these computing resources to experimental community cloud services. A more intense usage of the
computing infrastructure does not exclude usage from researchers, but increases the usefulness and
therefore the involvement in the maintenance of this computing infrastructure from the host Commu-
nity Network. We expect that this shift from the support from CONFINE to the support from host
Community Networks would be a pathway for sustainability of the computing infrastructure, both
for experimental research and experimental service provision, and we expect to evaluate the healthy
coexistence of these two communities and uses. As described in Chapter 3, this model has already
started in the last few months of the project.
The research works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] carried out by the project consortium are contributed to
this deliverable. In particular, Section 1.3 comes from an upcoming paper [9]:

• “What are Community Wireless Networks For?”, in the Journal of Community Informatics,
2015 by Greta Byrum, from Open Technology Institute of the New America Foundation (USA),
as part of the NAF CONFINE Open Call 2 subproject.

Section 1.6.5 comes from paper [10]:

3The term wireless was broadly used to refer to this type of community, with wireless community networks (WCNs) the
most common name. Nevertheless, currently it is preferred to avoid the term for technology agnosticism.

Deliverable D5.7
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• “Making a Community Network Legal Within the South African Regulatory Framework”. Rey-
Moreno, C. and Tucker, W. D. and Cull, D. and Blom, R., Seventh International Conference
on Information and Communication Technologies and Development (ICTD 2015), from the
University of Cape Town and Zenzeleni Networks (ZA), as part of the ICARUS CONFINE
Open Call 2 subproject.

Chapter 2 is based on the work [4]:
• “Crowdsourcing tools for designing, deploying and operating network infrastructure held in

commons”. Roger Baig, Ramon Roca, Felix Freitag, Leandro Navarro. Computer Networks.
Special Issue on Crowdsourcing in Elsevier4. 2015.

and Chapter 3 is based on the work [5]:
• “On the Sustainability of Community Clouds in Guifi.net”. Roger Baig, Leandro Navarro,

Felix Freitag. Submitted to the 12th International Conference on Economics of Grids, Clouds,
Systems and Services (GECON 2015), Cluj-Napoca, Romania, September 15-17, 2015.

4Please cite this article as: R. Baig et al., guifi.net, a crowdsourced network infrastructure held in common, Computer
Networks (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.009
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1 General Analysis and Evaluation

1.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a social-technical-economic evaluation of Community-owned Local IP Net-
works, developed as part of task 5.6 of the CONFINE project.
We elaborate our contributions as follows: In Section 1.2 we describe the rationale for the devel-
opment of Community Networks. The following four sections presents evaluations from different
perspectives: social in Section 1.3, technical in Section 1.4, economic in Section 1.5, and legal in
Section 1.6. In section 1.7 we conclude outlining our analysis and evaluation.

1.2 Rationale for the development of Community Networks

1.2.1 Introduction

Section 1.2.2 contains an overview of the rationale behind the rapid growth in Community Network
deployments across the world.
Firstly, it is necessary to define what is meant by the term “Community Network”. According to
Braem et al [11], these are:

“networks usually run by non-profit organizations and can cooperate with local stake-
holders to develop community services, including local networking, voice connections
and Internet access.” “From a technical point of view, community networks are large-
scale, distributed and decentralized systems composed of many nodes, links, content and
services. They are extremely dynamic and diverse, as they are built in a de-centralized
manner, mixing wireless and wired links with diverse routing schemes with a diverse
range of services and applications. The network is governed by an open peering agree-
ment, which avoids barriers for the participation in the network”.

One comment worth making on this definition is to clarify “non-profit”. In addition to Community
Networks such as AWMN in Greece, which is owned by it’s members, there are a numerous other
networks owned by municipalities.

1.2.2 Community Network History

According to CISCO [12], the ancestors of today’s Community Networks were Public safety networks
owned and operated by municipalities. Police, Fire and other emergency services have been using
cellular data networks for their mobile communications needs for the past few decades.
Powell [13] claims the next major stage in Community Network development was 1999, when Apple
Computer introduced its Airport wireless platform. This is perhaps somewhat ungenerous to the US
Government and certain predecessor companies of what is now Alcatel-Lucent. In 1985, the FCC
released the ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band as unlicensed spectrum. These so-called
“garbage bands”, at 900MHz, 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz, were already allocated to equipment that used
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1.2. Rationale for the development of Community Networks 1. General Analysis and Evaluation

radio-frequency energy for purposes other than communications, for example microwave ovens so
had been deemed unsuitable for communications use. The FCC made a key proviso in the unlicensing
– that any communications technology would use spread-spectrum technology. In simple terms, this
involves transmitting a radio signal out over a wide range of frequencies, versus the traditional use of
radio transmissions being on a single frequency. This key proviso allows any communications traffic
to effectively “steer” around any interference from other non-communications equipment.
The second piece of the puzzle is arguably the work done by Vic Hayes (then an employee of what
is now Alcatel Lucent) and the IEEE in developing and ratifying the 802.11 standard prior to the
finalization of the standard in 1997 [14]. Lastly, in most instances, Apple does not manufacture it’s
own wireless chipsets, it buys these in from the likes of Lucent and Broadcom. Clearly without any
of these pieces - spectrum, an appropriate wireless standard and chipsets, Apple’s airport would not
function. However, Airport was arguably a strong proof of concept, since it received rapid mass-
market adoption. “Airport was the first commercial WiFi equipment. . . .laptops with AirPort receivers
sold wonderfully”.
Powell [13] further argues that the inherent flexibility in the WiFi standard, together with the rapid
emergence of off-the-shelf hardware (e.g. routers) with firmware based upon open-source Linux,
spawned a number of “hobbyist” innovators to develop methods to share bandwidth, authenticate
users or sharing content. According the Economist, “Among geeks, it (WiFi) has inspired a mania
unseen since the days of the Internet boom” [15].
The 802.11 standard has seen a number of revisions, with a number of improvements to bandwidth
and propagation, e.g 802.11b in 1999, 802.11g in 2003 and 802.11n in 2009. In comparison to the
1-2Mbs data rate, the most recent version of the standard 802.11ac has a maximum theoretical data
rate of 780Mbs.
Although Community Network history is steeped in the choice of wireless access/link technologies,
recent developments have seen historically wireless networks deploy alternative link technologies
such as fibre. guifi.net in Spain and Funkfeuer in Austria being examples of two such networks.
For further analysis of the technology issues with Community Networks, see section 1.4 of this doc-
ument.

1.2.3 Rationale for Community Network development

So having the tools in place, and a willing development community, the key question – remains
as to the rationale for Community Network deployment. In the previous section we discussed the
role of the hobbyist community in the genesis of community networking, so this is one driver. A
succinct definition of the fundamental benefits of Community Networks is provided by the Center for
Neighborhood Technology (CNT). Note that the definition specifically refers to Wireless access, but
the definition is equally applicable to any access/link technology.

Community Wireless Networks have the potential to provide Internet accessibility that is
affordable, ubiquitous and democratically controlled” [16].

There are two key points within the definition. Firstly “affordable” – with less of a requirement to
generate financial returns for investors, Community Networks benefit from low-cost hardware, and
can price services at a level to encourage adoption, rather than generate profit. The second key point
is “ubiquitous”. In many instances, Community Networks have been deployed in areas where it is
uneconomic for the traditional telecom operators to install infrastructure. In that sense, Commu-
nity Networks have responded to a market failure on the part of primarily private-sector industry, to
provide high-speed, cost-effective Internet access.

8
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1. General Analysis and Evaluation 1.3. Social evaluation

Figure 1.1: Societal Benefits of Broadband. Source: Ericsson [1]

Whilst a good starting point, the CNTs definition represents only half the story. The focus is clearly
on Internet access as the key benefit from Community Network deployment. Analysis of the Social,
Economic, Technical and Legal impacts of Community Networks is developed in further detail in the
following sections of this report.

However, it is perhaps useful at this stage, to recap some of the broader societal advantages of Internet
adoption. A useful summary of some of the key ones is provided by Ericsson in Figure 1.1.

A number of the issues listed in the exhibit will be discussed in following sections of this report.

1.3 Social evaluation

Advocates have long claimed that community wireless networks (CWNs) bring various social bene-
fits, from digital inclusion to civic engagement and economic development [9]1. Community infor-
matics (CI) scholars have just as long asked critical questions about the nature of “community” in
relation to CWNs: are they virtual tech hobbyist clubs, or do they serve broader public and com-
munity goals? In order to assess claims about the potential impact of CWNs and to understand the
communities they serve, this analysis synthesizes three empirical investigations – drawn from three
different research traditions – all of which focus on evaluating claims of community and social ben-
efits emerging from CWNs. All find a set of similar, limited outcomes around facilitating Internet
access via CWNs; none finds broader community, civic, or social benefit. Using the example of a
collaborative research technique applied by the CONFINE community networking consortium, this
analysis further suggests that CWN outcomes could be broadened to include CI values such as collec-
tive, participatory design and citizen empowerment if a more diverse set of participants were invited
to define social goals and shape networks to meet them.

1.3.1 Introduction

Community wireless networks (CWNs) have long been a testing-ground for the precepts of commu-
nity informatics (CI), defined as “a sustainable approach to community enrichment that integrates

1This section comes from an upcoming paper “What are Community Wireless Networks For?”, in the Journal of Com-
munity Informatics, 2015 by Greta Byrum, from Open Technology Institute of the New America Foundation, as part
of a CONFINE Open Call 2 subproject.
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1.3. Social evaluation 1. General Analysis and Evaluation

participatory design of information technology resources, popular education, and asset-based devel-
opment to enhance citizen empowerment and quality of life” [17]. Depending on their design, CWN
projects may serve many of these goals in different ways; yet it depends on how the networks are built
and used, and who is doing the building and using.2

Thus, CI scholars have asked fundamental questions about how to understand or define the “com-
munities” of CWNs: are they geographically or virtually composed and defined? And how do they
function to build relationships, or to foster collective visioning and collaboration toward achieving
collective goals – that is, to build community?
In his editorial [18] in the Journal of Community Informatics special issue “Wireless Networking for
Communities, Citizens and the Public Interest”, Michael Gurstein asks ““whether there is a wireless
community informatics beyond that of facilitating access. Perhaps, the broader concept of a wireless
CI is nothing more than a peculiar artifact arising from the circumstance that many of the early
wireless innovators, while having somewhat parallel backgrounds to the early community networking
innovators (progressive politics, university education, technical proficiency, youthful) often referred
to themselves as ”community networkers”.””
This section will evaluate claims about social and community benefits emerging from CWNs by syn-
thesizing the findings of three empirical research projects looking in-depth at the impact of particular
networks. Thought these studies come from different disciplines, each examines two fundamental
questions: what, if any, social utility do these networks have beyond or by virtue of facilitating Inter-
net access; and what is the “community” of the CWN(s) examined. These studies have not previously
been compared, since they are drawn from across communities of practice; yet comparison of their
findings provides a framework to evaluate claims of broad social benefit emerging from CWNs as
well as to understand, leverage, and work from actual documented outcomes.
Practitioners seeking to design and implement networking projects, as well as policymakers in the US,
Europe, and developing world contexts searching for local connectivity solutions, can build realistic
expectations by exploring the CWN efforts discussed here. Additionally, this section will introduce
a collaborative research methodology used by the CONFINE Consortium that could be adapted to
introduce a set of intentional, collective goals – beyond broadband access – into the practice and
process of community networking. As we move into another era of investment in local wireless
networking as a potential broadband solution, it is important to understand the successes and failures
of past efforts, and to create a framework for evaluating social impact and finding the most suitable
and appropriate use cases for this technology.

1.3.2 Background

CWN advocates have projected benefits – from digital inclusion to economic development – that
should emerge by virtue of creating free public Wi-Fi access [19–21]. Yet in the 2008 JoCI special is-
sue on wireless networking, Tapia and Ortiz’s article demonstrates how, in practice, many municipal-
community wireless projects did not live up the rhetoric that was employed to “sell” them to local
governments and stakeholders. Specifically, Tapia and Ortiz illustrate how the two cases they focus
on (Portland and Tempe) foundered on the shoals of sustainability (in particular, lack of sufficient
funds for maintenance and upgrades) and adoption (lack of interest or buy-in by intended benefi-
ciaries). In these cases – as in Philadelphia, San Francisco, Santa Clara, East Palo Alto, and other

2 For the purpose of this analysis, “community wireless network (CWN)” refers to community-led broadband networking
projects that use 802.11 wireless protocols and equipment across substantial network segments, even if they also use
wired links.
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localities where local actors tried to provide free public Wi-Fi in the mid-2000s – failures of sustain-
ability and adoption ended the projects, in some cases with millions of (public) dollars and effort lost
along the way.
Yet at the same time, many networks have thrived, mostly in Europe. These include some of the
largest and longest-standing CWNs in the world: 3 for example, guifi.net, at approximately 25,000
nodes and 15 years old, covering large swathes of Catalonia, Spain, and now and reaching into other
parts of the world; the Athens Wireless Municipal Network, at 3000 nodes and 13 years old, covering
Athens and broad swathes of Greece; Freifunk Berlin, at 12 years old and approximately 400 nodes;
and Wireless België, at 10 years old and approximately 700 nodes [22].
None of these successful networks is municipal or city-led, though they tend to fall mostly within
particular geographic areas and depend for expansion and maintenance on local offline populations,
and in some cases are supported or leveraged by local municipalities. In fact, each of these networks
depends on the efforts of a local volunteer workforce of technologically savvy individuals. All are
also part of the CONFINE (Community Networks for the Future Internet) Consortium, a federated
community network testbed and research effort supported by the European Union’s Seventh Research
Framework Programme to explore and demonstrate the social and technological potential of CWNs
for practitioners, researchers, and policymakers.
Meanwhile, in the US, the Obama administration is currently working with the National Telecom-
munications and Information Agency (NTIA) and representatives from other federal agencies, along
with municipal stakeholders, to pilot and support muni-community broadband solutions. Along with
municipal governments and NGOs, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
and other agencies are investing in local wireless along with other solutions, as privately supplied
communications infrastructure has not been able to close the broadband gap: 28% of Americans still
do not have broadband access at home [23]. As we move into another era of potential investment
in local wireless networking as a potential solution to this problem, it is important to understand the
successes and failures of past efforts, and to create a framework for evaluating their social impact
across different fields of practice.

1.3.3 A “bigger idea” for community wireless networks to sit inside

Data about CWNs can be captured and analyzed in terms of infrastructure—nodes, users, and traf-
fic—or in terms of collective action, organizational theory, dynamics of innovation, information the-
ory, or common pool goods management; or in terms of diffused impact such as user participation
in social, civic, educational, or economic activity. Research on the impact and potential social ben-
efits of CWNs thus presents multiple challenges. Existing literature tends to be scattered across
multiple fields: primarily, communication studies; computer science; and economics and organiza-
tional theory. Moreover, researchers face various challenges arising from the dynamics of interacting
with—and methodically analyzing—the “communities” of CWNs themselves.
Christian Sandvig’s [24] study finds that researchers lack context on how to systematically approach
the study of CWNs—partly because the networks (and networkers) themselves have such a range of
motivations. Thus, Sandvig points out that the way in which a researcher contextualizes CWNs affects
the questions she asks, the disciplinary methods she uses, and her conclusions: “while comparison
across similar projects might be practically useful, all of these cases still beg for some larger idea to
sit inside.”

3Many of these projects now incorporate both wired and wireless technologies, though they have historically emerged
from the community Wi-Fi movement discussed in JoCI’s 2005 special issue.
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Sandvig goes on to classify the existing approaches to studying of CWNs as: a cycle in the evo-
lution of technologies and infrastructures [25], in which technologies created to fill gaps supersede
the systems they were meant to supplement; an expression of a desire for professionalization, mak-
ing particular “hobbyist” skill sets marketable; an example of user autonomy or protest, in which
communities create networks to protest insufficient service in their area; or learning or innovation
communities [26] – user-driven affinity groups that enjoy tinkering with technology.
The question of understanding and demonstrating the social value or future relevance of CWNs—their
“bigger idea”—may depend on synthesizing these contexts, with a better understanding of past suc-
cesses and failures. It may be that CWNs fit into various of Sandvig’s contexts—or all of them—over
the course of their life cycles. It may be that they simultaneously represent some or all of these things
to different participants. Or it may be that researchers have yet to capture another, additional context
or an even bigger idea for CWNs to sit inside. Yet as Sandvig points out, without a more deliberately
defined context, it is difficult to gauge what we should expect from CWNs, and how tools of policy
or practice can build from their actual social and technical benefits.
Currently, many practitioners – especially those emerging from the CONFINE Consortium – are
crafting a policy framework based on the idea of CWNs as a model common pool resource [4]. But
without broader social participation, and without alignment between the social goals of community
network organizers and the needs and practices of the broader public, it is hard to imagine how this
will occur.
The following synthesis of key case studies across different disciplines will provide a basis for in-
tegrating intentional community-building processes. These case studies are frequently cited among
practitioners as useful investigations into the question of whether, and how, CWNs can actually pro-
vide community-building benefits beyond provision of access.

1.3.4 Use #1: Disciplining the Market

The history of community networking, dating back to the early days of the popular Internet, shows
an evolution not only of networking technologies themselves, but of the claims made about their
attendant social benefits. As the Internet gained popularity in the early 1990s, groups of users started
creating Internet-based communication platforms such as shared message databases and groupware.
Some observers wrote about the potential of this first wave of “community networks” as an almost
ideally suited participatory medium for community and civic organizing [19,20]; yet many of the first
networks focused primarily on providing access, with the assumption that social impact would follow.
A responsive set of research suggested that early practitioners of “community networking” applied
“technocratic” or “Jeffersonian utopian” assumptions that novel uses of technology in themselves had
the power to solve longstanding social problems [27]. Many researchers asked whether CWNs could
actually add social capital to the communities they served [28, 29].
Another vector of impact is suggested by Auray et al.’s 2003 report, commissioned as part of the
European Union’s Fifth Research Programme. The STAR (Socio-economic Trends Assessment of
the digital Revolution) Issue Report – a policy paper created to inform regulatory and allocation de-
cisions – represents an era in which the potential of community wireless networks was just being
explored and several contextual assumptions about impact were first applied and critically examined.
The study uses limited field research to shape recommendations to maximize the socioeconomic po-
tential of CWNs. The report analyzes the interaction between the social and technical components
of existing CWNs in order to understand not only how these networks emerge and take shape, but
also how regulations on various levels, and actions on the part of local governments, could affect the
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development and impact of this infrastructure.
The report’s conclusions are based on four cases: researchers conducted face-to-face or telephone
interviews with representatives from The Citizens’ Network in Brussels; The Consume community in
London, UK; Paris Sans Fil in Paris, France; and Wireless Lyon, France. The authors point out that
case selection was “spontaneously limited by the open or closed nature of these communities. For in-
stance, it seemed that very lively communities could have been analysed in Greece. . . but our repeated
approaches to their leaders did not meet with success.” It is worth noting that of the four central cases
examined in the STAR Issue Report, the Citizens’ Network in Brussels has been absorbed into Wire-
less België; the Consume network in London, UK has disappeared; Paris Sans Fil in Paris, France
posted a last wiki entry in July 2007 saying it had been usurped by the mayor’s municipal wireless
network [30]; and Wireless Lyon has disappeared, though Lyon now hosts a yearly conference on
Wireless and Mobile Computing (WiMob).
In fact, Auray et al. find that while CWNs often do not survive, their primary impact will be in
disciplining or improving the practices of commercial providers. The report’s case studies do not give
a sense of why or how CWNs offer any shared unique social value beyond this impact:

The history of the adoption of technologies shows that initial not-for-profit uses can give
way to more professional offerings based on market economy practices...even if these
communities are in the end supplanted by industrialised, standardised services, they have
already changed the perception of wireless networks and the demand for high-speed ser-
vices.

Per Sandvig’s [24] rubric, the STAR Issue Report thus places CWNs within the context of user protest
as part of a cycle in the evolution of technologies as a force of market correction. Similarly, other
researchers have argued that wireless networking technology could change the telecommunications
landscape, giving communities new power to shape both industry and policy-making around telecom-
munications access [31]. Nevertheless, benefits or outcomes emerging from community wireless
projects are limited to their ability to shape the market, not particular social outcomes they offer
communities beyond Internet access.

1.3.5 Use #2: Building learning and innovation communities

In the years following the STAR Issue report, a body of research on the social potential of wireless
networking as communication infrastructure built by and for communities again posited a suite of sec-
ondary community benefits emerging from wireless networking [32–34]. This framework asserts that
because community wireless infrastructure requires that users actually contribute to network design
and construction by placing equipment on rooftops in their communities, the physical networks them-
selves are shaped by the process of social cooperation. Thus some researchers argued that homegrown
wireless networks would be more responsive to their users than traditional commercial networks [21].
While this framework and approach would demonstrate the relevance of CI principles to CWNs –
especially participatory design of information technology resources, asset-based development, and
citizen empowerment – some researchers warn of limitations to this kind of social impact [35]. In
particular, Maria Bina [36] applied organizational theory and the tools of political economy to un-
derstand the social impact of CWNs. Her analysis includes a wealth of empirical evidence exam-
ining the motivations of community networkers, drawn from three stages of research: an initial set
of exploratory interviews with wireless community enthusiasts; statistical analysis of a survey effort
distributed over the network listservs with assistance by participants; and finally, a complementary
interview procedure to confirm survey findings.
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Like the authors of the STAR Report, Bina discusses the difficulty of sampling community wire-
less participants in a systematic way: “getting access to the study population in order to detract a
suitable sampling frame was challenging due to the fact that there is no documented or objective in-
formation regarding the actual number, the geographic distribution, and the contact details of wireless
community members.” Thus, her quantitative analysis is drawn from only 106 survey responses from
members of the Athens Wireless Municipal Network (98% male, mostly between the ages of 18-35) –
the very wireless networking community in Greece that the STAR Issue Report authors were unable to
engage, and a CWN which has to the current day survived the expansion of standardized commercial
offerings in the same area.
Bina’s analysis and interpretation find that “wireless communities are mobilized by highly interested
individuals who receive intrinsic gratification from working with a new technology within an inti-
mate space grouping together common-minded individuals with whom they socialize and commit to
knowledge and resource sharing practices.” She goes on to discuss the resulting introverted nature
of wireless communities, questioning whether CWNs have the capacity to create shifts in broader
technological, economic, or social contexts, or whether they will simply remain a hobbyists’ domain.
The study’s final interview stage produces further findings on the possible impact of community net-
working, suggesting that it can create some social goods, including knowledge diffusion and the
expansion of connectivity into underserved areas. However, the production of social goods or impact,
Bina says, is discussed with unequal levels of enthusiasm among respondents. While some respon-
dents spoke of social welfare goals in her interviews, concrete actions cited as contributing to progress
towards them was limited.
Bina does not rule out the potential of CWNs creating social benefits; in fact, she discusses the estab-
lishment of cooperative relationships with government agencies, municipal authorities, and academic
institutions as a possible vehicle for positive impact. Yet she points out that increasing an external
focus on a diversity of social goods or other extrinsic goals might paradoxically undermine the central
principle motivating participation and thus the sustainability of virtual innovation or learning commu-
nities like AWMN: individual and social enjoyment of the process of collaborating with like-minded
individuals: “Should this divergence dynamic strengthen, it will challenge wireless communities’
self-sustainability capacity.”

1.3.6 Use #3: Pioneering low-cost or free municipal wireless access models

Like Bina’s analysis, Alison Powell’s 2008 study [37] draws on engagement with a well-established
community network: Ile Sans Fil (ISF) in Montreal. It is also the only one of the examined research
studies that takes a CI approach, asking whether ISF has succeeded in its self-articulated goal of
building communities by building networks.
Like Bina, Powell used surveys distributed over the network’s group listserv followed by interviews
to compile empirical evidence on the network’s successes and failures in achieving its social goals.
Powell further employed participant observation, identifying herself as a member of the community,
thus applying a “necessary subjectivity” to her observations. Her engagement with the ISF commu-
nity was long-term, and her presence in it provided the key to her ability to draw participation from
organizers and members.
While Bina used the tools of organizational theory to examine the motivations of community network-
ers, Powell focuses on questions around the co-development of technologies and cultures by examin-
ing how concepts of “community” and “technology” are interrelated in the discourse and practice of
community networking groups. She posits that the crucial step for community networker organizers,
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or “geek-public”, is to broaden their self-defining “argument-by-technology” about the benefits of
connectivity to serve as a broader platform for participation by surrounding “community public”.
Powell finds that while ISF (unlike AWMN in Bina’s analysis) has a coherent vision of the social
and economic development impact they imagine will emerge from the community wireless network
in Montreal, that vision diverges from the way that users ultimately employ the infrastructure. While
organizers hoped that the network would enable users to build physical community and social links,
in practice users tended to circumvent the intentions of the network design and simply use the net-
work for access to free, anonymous WiFi service. Further, Powell finds that while ISF perceives
itself as collaborating and engaging cooperatively with the broader community, many members of the
“community public” do not experience it that way.
Rather, like Bina, Powell suggests that ISF’s most significant long-term social impact is in the mobi-
lization and development of its “geek public” —much like Bina’s “highly interested individuals who
receive intrinsic gratification from working with a new technology.” In terms of economic develop-
ment, Powell finds, like Auray et. al, that the most significant impact is in disciplining and improving
the practices of the industry and the model of service provision—as one participant reports, ““we have
done a great job of domesticating free WiFi in Montreal.”” Powell reports that by the end of her study,
Ils Sans Fils, like Paris Sans Fils, was poised for a takeover by the municipal government, though in
the case of ISF she calls it a “gentle institutionalization” implemented through public funding for staff
to manage network volunteers. Thus while ISF has failed to deliver on its stated ambitions, its impact
is demonstrable on both the municipal and Wi-Fi service provision models.

1.3.7 The current opportunity: CONFINE, collaboration, and CI

The CONFINE consortium takes as one of its core goals the development of sustainability strategies
for CWNs. It is also explicitly a cross-disciplinary community, composed of researchers and prac-
titioners, that is analyzing itself – and as such, has customized its own methods for data-gathering.
Rather than adopting a methodology from one particular discipline, CONFINE partners have em-
ployed tools often used by CWN innovators – in particular, collaborative online editing tools such as
PiratePad and EtherPad – to collectively both design and answer research questions.
In 2013, CONFINE partners Jeroen Avonts, Bart Braem, and Chris Blondia shared collaborative dy-
namic online document asking about challenges for CWNs over group listservs and left the responses
open, allowing respondents to modify questions and frameworks, draw comparisons, or find sugges-
tions for strategies or practices in others’ responses. The researchers created three initial categories of
topics relating to the practices and challenges of community networking: social, economic, and legal
challenges. They then posted the text pad on a public site.
Word about the online conversation spread via informal relationships and mailing lists; participants
commented into the text pad, responding to each other and adding new categories: for example, con-
tributors forked the category defined simply as “legal challenges” into organizational, geographical,
technical, and legislative and regulatory challenges. Thus the research framework and the knowledge
base were co-designed with respondents, much in the way that open-source communities iterate and
fork source code on collaborative platforms such as github. The resulting document is useful for
research purposes, but also creates a shared knowledge base usable by the practitioners themselves
(Navarro, Braem, and Dimogerontakis, personal correspondence, 2014), and allows the community
to articulate shared goals and strategies around these challenges.
This method of engagement reduces some of difficulties found by researchers in engaging inward-
looking communities, though the informal outreach methods may also reinforce insular tendencies
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and limit participation to “geek public”. However, this research perhaps goes deepest in identifying a
set of sustainability challenges and clarifying processes and strategies for addressing these challenges
across several CWN groups. CONFINE partners have since responded by documenting, adapting,
and expanding a set of sustainability principles, tools, and strategies first developed by the guifi.net
community. The resulting documentation was presented at the ICTD2015 conference by CONFINE
partners and expanded in Chapter 2 of this deliverable.
Perhaps the greatest contribution that CI researchers can make to catalyzing broader social impact
from CWNs would be to create a diversity of specializations among learning or innovation commu-
nities using collaborative tools like the online document editor – deliberately expanding the pool of
participants and targeting the initial questions to address identified community-wide issues or goals. A
collaborative process outlining the potential uses of a new network to address community challenges –
explicitly beyond broadband access – can move among different online and offline platforms, provid-
ing bridges among different communities. This would help new community and muni-CWNs better
address the needs, interests, and practices of more diverse public. It could also create an intentional
shift toward participatory design of information technology assets and citizen engagement.

1.3.8 Discussion: the current opportunity

The three empirical research studies examined above, chosen as explicit tests of the extrinsic and
broader social benefits claimed for CWNs, show similar findings across their different disciplinary
contexts. While CI-aligned outcomes such as participatory community development and citizen em-
powerment do not emerge simply by virtue of the establishment of a CWN, examined networks have
had success disciplining the broadband market, expanding access to underserved areas, fostering in-
novation communities, and demonstrating alternative service models and types of partnerships. Yet
also across all case studies analyzed, the “community” of the CWNs tends to be insular – not inclusive
of broader public beyond providing Internet access – and in fact the inward-facing nature of CWN
communities appears to be one key to their sustainability.
In order for networking communities to keep from becoming insular and thus having limited socioe-
conomic for host communities impact beyond provision of access, CWN organizers must engage and
strategically align their goals with broader public and political bodies. In her recommendations, Ali-
son Powell suggests that, in order to aim for social goals that are better aligned with the practices and
needs of broader place-based communities of users, network organizers must create:

...different kinds of collaborations to prevent new kinds of divides from forming between
educated, professional users of WiFi and other people in the local community. . . As com-
plex as the internal relationships may become, policy-makers and community organizers
should attempt to leave space for visionaries, idealists, artists and geeks to think, talk,
and hack their way into new public.

What diversity of innovation and vision – beyond access to networked technology – could be sup-
ported by collaborative networking projects? In fact, there is an opportunity to change the insular
nature of many virtual networking communities by expanding the focus of “geek public” beyond tech-
nology to include other affinity-based communities that incorporate technology as a tool: for example,
arts and media-making, community organizing and development, or resilience and preparedness.
Following Bina’s findings, one key to sustainability for CWNs may in fact be participant self-selection
and the enjoyment of crafting a platform for hobbyist knowledge-sharing—even if that knowledge
sharing is deliberately cross-disciplinary and extends beyond facilitating access to other socioeco-
nomic, sociopolitical, or cultural goals. A CI framework can provide historical context and tools for
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information-based community development in order to help networked public self-define, set goals
for broad and diverse social benefits in the context of past successes and failures, and potentially,
build hybrid networked communities that collaborate to innovate.

Using the synthesis presented here, practitioners have an opportunity to build from the documented
uses and capacities of CWNs to create wireless CIs, and to advocate for policies and investments that
will support broad community benefits. Organizers who understand social outcomes can build on
the proven ability of CWNs to shape markets, expand access to underserved populations, and most
importantly to explore new kinds of partnerships and collaborations in order to forge new affinity-
based innovation and learning communities. To leverage that potential, CWNs must be seen as a
tool or platform in service of a broader vision defined by an intentionally defined (and intentionally
inclusive) community – rather than building network infrastructure as a goal unto itself. Tools such
as the collaborative text pad used by the CONFINE consortium – or even routers, wires, and devices
- are simply tools: it is the intention and composition of the organizers and innovators that makes the
difference.

1.4 Technical evaluation

This section commences with a brief discussion of the nature of broadband access.

The main analysis is a technical overview of the seven major link technologies used by Community
Networks to provide high-speed broadband services, namely optical fibre, wireless, BPL (Broadband
over Power Line), DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), cable modem and satellite.

Choice of access media is of course only one of the technology choices that Community Networks
have to make. The third element of this section considers some of the others.

1.4.1 Introduction – What exactly is broadband?

In previous sections of the report, we have outlined some of the key benefits of Community Net-
works. Fundamentally many of these stem from the function of Community Networks as a provider
of broadband access. This section will answer the question of what exactly constitutes “broadband”.

The definition of broadband access communications services is near-universally understood. To quote
the European Commission: “a term applied to high speed telecommunications systems, i.e. those
capable of simultaneously supporting multiple information formats such as voice, high-speed data
services and video services on demand” [38]. However, there remains a lack of common agreement
on what constitutes a broadband service.

The Commission’s Digital Agenda defines three levels or broadband access services - 2 (Basic), 30
(Next Generation), and 100 (High speed) Megabits per Second. In contrast, the US Federal Com-
munications Commission recently issued a notice of enquiry proposing to change how it measures
broadband speed [39]. The FCC currently defines broadband, or high-speed Internet, as 4 Mbps
download speed and 1 Mbps upload speed. Its new proposal asks whether download speeds of 10
Mbps or higher should qualify as broadband and whether the minimum upload speed rate should also
be higher.

A plethora of definitions make it difficult for policy makers to get a understanding of the functionality,
characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of broadband technologies. A basic understanding of
these technologies, however, is necessary for informed and effective policy decision-making.
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The aim of this section is to facilitate such an understanding by presenting a synopsis of the various,
existing definitions, to derive the common characteristics. These characteristics present a common
denominator necessary to understand the basic concept of broadband technologies. Such common
characteristics can be described as follows:

• Broadband is characterized by bandwidth and speed of a network connection.
Broadband is usually used to refer to a type of high-speed data transmission. Broadband con-
nections have the capability to run data intensive applications without delays. Broadband con-
nections allow for multimedia-rich applications such as streaming video and videoconferencing.
As discussed above, definitions of a necessary threshold of bandwidth greatly vary and often
depend on the quality of the infrastructure that already exists. The FCC defines broadband
access at a relatively low speed, the EC prefers a tiered definition.

• Broadband connections are typically always on.
Unlike dial-up access, broadband access is always on. There is no wait to connect to the Inter-
net. It is assumed that people with broadband access tend to leave their devices turned on and
do use the Internet for data intensive business tasks which would be too expensive to perform
via the Internet if only a dial up connection was available.
The presence of broadband access also means that the telephone line is no longer tied up when
accessing the Internet.

• Broadband allows for data intensive home and business applications:
• As broadband is characterized by offering high-speed connections, rather than a technology,

broadband typically includes data, video, text and voice transmission.
• Broadband is a type of a connection rather than a single technology:

As broadband is a quality of a service or connection, it can be offered by various technologies.
There are many competing broadband access technologies being brought to bear to address
last-mile connectivity. According to the International Engineering Society, the following can
be distinguished:

– Optical Fibre
– DSL / Copper (Digital Subscriber Line)
– BPL Broadband over Power Line)
– Cable Modems
– Terrestrial Wireless Technologies (Wifi, WiMax)
– Mobile Wireless Broadband
– Satellite

Each of these technologies are discussed in further detail in section 4.2.

1.4.2 Discussion of access technologies

1.4.2.1 Fibre

Overview
The evolution of fibre-based networks has been driven primarily by two main developments. The first
is the increased consumer demand for more bandwidth-intensive services such as streaming video
and audio, in addition to the traditional voice telephony service. The second is the declining costs
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of optical equipment that has resulted in fibre emerging as a proven technology for Internet service
providers.

Fibre optic networks transmit data, video and audio by converting and translating them into light
pulses that are then relayed through the network as an optical signal to the final destination where
they are converted back to their original form. In contrast to copper based networks that work by
transmitting electric pulses, fibre networks are optical systems that transmit signals using light, typ-
ically infrared. One of its major advantages is that it can carry multiple signals at the same time by
using different wavelengths. It is also less subject to interference and has low signal loss allowing the
signal to travel greater distances without further processing.

The two main types of fibre architecture deployed today are either active or passive optical networks
(PONs). Active fibre networks have electronic equipment in the form of repeaters, relays and ampli-
fiers between the customer’s premises and the central office. A key feature of the PON architecture is
that it uses passive optical components to guide the optical signal and so it has no power or processing
requirements (i.e. no active equipment between the premises and central office) resulting in virtually
unlimited service life, thereby lowering overall maintenance costs for the service provider.

Fibre networks are often designed to accommodate other technologies in the overall network configu-
ration to provide end-to-end connectivity with the customer. The primary reason is usually related to
cost, as it is often cheaper to use copper or wireless rather than fibre. Fibre to the Node / Curb (FFTN
/ FTTC) systems transmit the optical signal to a node or a curb in the access network, and an OEC
(optical electric converter) converts optical impulses into an electromagnetic signal, before sending it
off the last hop over copper. Fibre to the Building / Fibre to the Premises (FTTB / FTTP) is where
the fibre is brought as far as the building before the hand-off takes place by copper wire or wireless
technologies. Fibre to the Home (FTTH) brings the signal all the way into the premises of the end
user. Generically, the term FTTx is used for these technologies.

The main barrier to entry in deploying FTTx, relates to cost. Equipment costs have trended downward
over time. However these represent the minority of deployment costs. Civil works are estimated at
typically representing up to 80% of the cost of deployment [40] (EU figures). Each geography will
require a slightly different solution given the deployment requirements for no two cities, towns or
villages will be identical. The complication is in the civil works, where every street will require
differing levels of digging, trenching, fiber splicing etc.

The reasons for FTTx to emerge as the industry standard include a combination of reasons such as its
offer of unlimited bandwidth, flexibility to meet triple play demands, reliability, scalability, its status
as a future-proof architecture and costs reduction associated with fibre installation.

Advantages and disadvantages
X Technical advantages: Fibre is fast emerging as the industry standard for broadband deployments
given its huge bandwidth capacity, technical flexibility, low maintenance costs, and as a future-proof
solution. It has moved from a niche market to become a standard for global deployment strategy.
Note in Q1 2014, a key milestone was reached, with end-to-end copper connections accounting for
less than 50% of the global fixed broadband market for the first time. Fibre-based technologies picked
up most of the slack [41].

Fibre has inherent technical advantages over other access technologies. It has almost an unlim-
ited capability to transmit data with the bandwidth of a single strand of fibre approaching 1 ter-
abit (1,000,000,000,000) per second. There is exceptionally low loss in transmission, immunity to
electronic interference, and it does not emit electromagnetic radiation. This latter characteristic is
particularly important to data security, as signals cannot be picked up and decoded, as is the case with
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wireless and copper based systems.
× Cost: Fibre is the preferred technology for telecoms network backbone infrastructure because of its
superior characteristics. However, current deployments in the local loop are growing in number, but
remain limited. Telecommunications and cable companies have existing (usually copper) connections
to their customers and much of the industry has been reluctant to make the necessary investment in
FTTH systems. DSL and cable modems and subsequent advances in the technologies have enabled the
industry to deliver many of the current generation of broadband services on the existing infrastructure.
There appears to be a belief that technological advances in DSL and cable modems will provide the
necessary bandwidth for future broadband applications.
The historic reluctance to deploy fibre has been primarily because of the cost and technical issues
related to fibre installation that made it more complicated to deploy. With costs of FTTH declining
to on average less than $1000 per installation, it is competitive with existing copper based systems
and has the advantage of ensuring that the system will not become obsolete. FTTH is becoming more
common in new residential and business developments and is installed by developers as part of the
basic infrastructure.

1.4.2.2 DSL / Copper (Digital Subscriber Line)

Overview Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) is a copper-loop transmission technology, used for trans-
mitting high-speed data over existing telephone lines. It incorporates a number of variations, such
as ADSL, SDSL, and VDSL. End-to-end copper continues to be the most dominant fixed broadband
technology [41]. One of its major advantages is that it uses the existing legacy telephone system ar-
chitecture and is carried on the same twisted-pair telephone line that provides basic telephony service.
DSL technology takes advantage of the fact that voice calls and other traditional analogue telephony
applications use only a small segment of the potential bandwidth available on a telephone line. This
technology creates an additional pool of channels that are split into two groups that are used for send-
ing and receiving high-speed digital transmissions. It allows voice communication and high-speed
data transmission on the same line at the same time, by transmitting the two on different frequencies.
DSL networks operate on a point-to-point architecture configuration with a DSL modem at the cus-
tomer’s premises that connects to a designated port in the Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer
(DSLAM) normally installed in the telephone company’s local telephone exchange or Central Office.
The DSLAM is used to provide connectivity and routing of all data and voice signals between the
subscriber’s premises and the intended destination.
There are various types of DSL services that are in use and the capabilities vary quite considerably
in terms of the bandwidth and the distance that a signal can be transmitted. Although there are a
number of factors that affect the performance of DSL, such as the underlying network infrastructure
and the condition of the local loop, distance or more specifically, the length of the local loop between
the customer’s premises and the Central Office is a major limiting factor. If the local loop exceeds
a certain length, it is not possible to provide DSL service due to signal attenuation. The loop length
requirement also varies with the type of DSL technology being deployed. As an example with ADSL
service, the maximum loop length is about 18,000 feet or 5.5km. With VDSL, VDSL2 deteriorates
quickly from a theoretical maximum of 250 Mbit/s at source to 100 Mbit/s at 0.5 km (1,600 ft.) and
50 Mbit/s at 1 km (3,300 ft.) [42].
The type of DSL technology that can be deployed is important in assessing the competitive posi-
tioning of this technology, and the variations that exist in different countries. As an example, most
incumbent carriers in the European Community have typically shorter loop lengths than is the case in
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the United States. As a result, European carriers have greater capability to deploy DSL technologies
that have higher bandwidth than incumbent carriers in the United States, which enhances their ability
to compete in the provision of bandwidth-intensive services using the existing network infrastruc-
ture. For example, Korea Telecom uses VDSL to provide 13 and 20 Mbps capability to its Internet
customers.

A brief summary of the major characteristics of these DSL services is as follows:

ADSL: can typically provide data rates up to 8 Mbps from the network to the subscriber direction,
and up to 1 Mbps from the subscriber to the network direction. The asymmetry of ADSL works well
for today’s home applications where the majority of bandwidth is consumed in the network to user
direction.

ADSL2+: is a newer variant that can provide 24 Mbps on the downstream and 1 Mbps on the up-
stream on distances of less than 1.5 km (5000 feet). ADSL2+ has an additional advantage of offering
seamless bonding options enabling two lines to be bonded together to deliver approximately double
the bandwidth to about 48 Mbps on the downstream.

SDSL: offers a competitive alternative to T1 and E1 leased lines. It runs over one pair of copper wires,
with a maximum range of about 3 kilometers. A key advantage of SDSL over ADSL is symmetrical
bandwidth - SDSL has the same upstream data transfer rate as downstream. In comparison, ADSL
always has lower upstream bandwidth. SDSL was never properly standardized until the ITU estab-
lished a standard for G.SHDSL. SDSL is often confused with G.SHDSL, which offers data rates from
192 kbps to 2.3 Mbps over a single copper pair, or 4.6Mbs over two copper pairs, while providing a
30% longer reach than SDSL.

VDSL: can support symmetrical or asymmetrical services. Asymmetrical VDSL is capable of provid-
ing data rates to the user of up to 52 Mbps, making it suitable for transporting high-speed applications
such as real-time video streaming. The trade-off for this high speed is restricted reach. This requires
that the customer be located close to the CO or that the infrastructure access gateway resides outside
the CO (and closer to the customers) in a remote terminal (RT).

Advantages and disadvantages
X Marginal infrastructure investments needed: There is reduced need for extra access infrastructure
compared to fibre. DSL technologies in general use the existing phone lines. DSL technologies are
seen as an attractive opportunity especially for fixed line incumbents to re-use its earlier investments
in copper infrastructure by upgrading it with DSL capabilities. If there is an existing infrastructure in
place, DSL is often seen as fairly cost effective way to rollout a better infrastructure and offer more
services to customers. In addition, where unbundling exists, DSL allows competitive operators to
offer a variety of broadband services, without having to deploy their own infrastructure.

X Does not tie up the phone: Whilst active (e.g. using the Internet) and No Dial Up: there is not any
need to ’dial-up’ the Internet.

× Not universally available: DSL is not available everywhere, as the local telephone exchange must
be DSL enabled. The cost of enabling an exchange, particularly when backhaul has to be provided can
be uneconomic in sparsely populated areas. Even where an exchange has been enabled, the service
may not be available to certain individuals because of distance from the exchange or Central Office.
In developing countries, where the deployment of basic telephony is still a major challenge, DSL is
not an immediate option, particularly in rural areas.

× Cost Effectiveness: DSL Technologies are cost effective to the extent that a landline is already
in service and there is sufficient market demand to justify the investment by the incumbent opera-
tor. Then, DSL can be enabled fairly easy through adding a DSL component at home and through
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upgrades at the exchanges.

× Trade Off between Reach and Quality of Services: For DSL technologies, data transfer rates decline
as length of the local copper loop increases. In most cases, longer loops tend to be in rural areas. Thus,
there is a universal problem in providing high bandwidth DSL services in rural areas, whether it is in
emerging or advanced economies even when basic telephony service is available.

1.4.2.3 Cable Modems

Overview
Cable modem technology is similar to DSL in that it is unique to the underlying technology infras-
tructure, which in this case is a hybrid-fibre coaxial cable system designed for the primary purpose
of delivering video signals. Cable television systems (or CaTV) were first deployed in the U.S. in the
late 1940s for the transmission of broadcast television services in areas that were unable to receive
broadcast signals, as the result of distance or terrain. The earliest deployments of commercial cable
television systems were in the U.S. and Canada, which have among the highest penetration rates in
the world.

Both the U.S and Canada are unique among OECD countries, in that cable modems still dominate
the high-speed Internet access market. This has been the result of a number of factors, including the
high penetration rate of cable in these countries, the major capital investments made by the industry to
upgrade its cable television plant to provide two-way capability, the availability of a reliable cable mo-
dem technology, and the early recognition of an emerging market opportunity for high-speed Internet
access. Although Bellcore first pioneered DSL technology in the 1980s, telephone companies were
reluctant to deploy this technology and did not do so until cable modems represented a significant
competitive threat to their existing dial-up Internet business.

Cable television systems were initially designed as one-way systems that delivered analogue televi-
sion signals to their customers through a coaxial cable network using a node and branch structure.
In order to meet the demands for increased television channels and interactive services, like pay-
per-view, cable operators have had to make major capital expenditures to upgrade their systems to
increase channel capacity and provide two-way capability.

Cable modems can provide high-speed access to the Internet, particularly in the download segment
where transmission speeds can be in excess of a T1 or E1 circuit. In modern cable systems with two-
way capability, television services and Internet access are provided to the customer’s premise through
a cable, which in turn is divided into two connections by means of a splitter. One of the connections
goes either to the television or a set-top box and provides broadcast services, while the other connects
to a cable modem to provide Internet access.

The cable modem is connected to either an Ethernet network card installed within the computer or by
means of a universal serial bus (USB), which makes the installation process much easier and faster.
These are then configured with the use of software to enable the computer to connect and interact
with the Internet. The uploading and downloading of data between the computer and the Internet are
transmitted through the cable lines and controlled by the cable modem and the network card or USB.

Cable systems are generally designed with a system of network architecture that divides the serving
territory into a series of nodes or local area networks designed to serve 500 or more residences. This
type of network architecture can have an effect on the speed of the cable modem, as all the residences
within that node that subscribe to the cable modem service share the available spectrum. Often there
are also restrictions on the downstream and upstream transmission speed available to each user to
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ensure that overall performance levels can be maintained – so called “statistical multiplexing”. How-
ever, as the number of subscribers to cable modem services increase, the cable company will often
have to decrease the density of nodes by splitting and building new nodes to ensure that acceptable
transmission speed s are maintained.

The nodes are in turn connected to the cable television head end, which provides both television and
Internet services to the subscribers within the nodes. The head end is also connected to the Internet
and its own high-speed Internet servers. These servers generally include a mail, a newsgroup, and a
proxy server.

Cable networks can deliver data with download speeds up to 400 Mbps and upstream speeds of up to
20 Mbps. This compares favourably with DSL and fibre deployments. In the case of the UK, recent
research from communications regulator OFCOM, claimed average cable broadband speeds in the
UK were higher than fibre [43].

Advantages and disadvantages
Cable networks can offer a variety of advantages over other types of broadband access:

X Always on, does not tie up the phone: Cable modems are independent of telephone lines and so
they do not tie up the phone line and like DSL, cable modems can provide continuous access to the
Internet.

X Speed, Price: Cable modems provide faster service performance capabilities as DSL, usually at a
similar price.

× Shared connection: Cable modem service is shared among multiple users, which can have an
impact on the speed of the broadband connection depending on the number of people that are using
the service at the same time.

× Lack of universal deployment: Cable service has not been as universally deployed as telephone
service, so it is a technology that is often not available in many areas.

× High build cost: Cable modem services are provided on hybrid fibre-coaxial (HFC) systems. Given
that the cost of constructing a HFC system is similar to that of an all fibre system, it makes more sense
to build an FTTH system.

1.4.3 BPL (Broadband over Power Line)

Overview
Broadband over Power Line (BPL) is the transmission of high-speed communications services over
the existing electric network using adaptive technologies. It is a maturing technology that is devel-
oping as a viable third alternative to DSL and cable modems to provide high-speed Internet access
and offer ISPs an alternative way into homes and businesses. BPL may be suitable in areas where
there is a latent demand for broadband, regulatory clarity, demand stimulation is in place, and the
financial barriers to entry are still too high. Broadband over Power Line (BPL) makes it possible for
the distribution of high-speed Internet service, by leveraging pre-existing electric distribution systems
and thereby avoiding the need to build a new infrastructure.

BPL technology enables radio-frequency energy to be transmitted on the same medium voltage power
lines that carry the electric current from the electric sub-stations to transformers outside the customer’s
premises and then into the home or business. BPL does not require the installation of a separate data
line, as there is no interference between the electric current and the radio-frequency energy because
they operate at different frequencies.
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The BPL system operates at the electric sub-station level where there is a network connection to
the Internet backbone and distribution switches that inject digitised data into the medium voltage
lines. The signal quality of the data tends to degrade with distance travelled, which is solved with
the installation of repeaters along the electric line used to regenerate and retransmit the data stream
to or near the transformer outside the customer’s premises. The real technical challenge with BPL
technology has been to transmit the signal from the distribution transformer to the Customer Premises
Equipment without attenuation or reduction in the signal strength. The approach has been to either
bypass it or send the signals through it.

There are three methods that are used. Option (1) is to send the signal through the transformer but this
approach with the present equipment limits the bandwidth available to the consumer; (2) the second
option is to ‘bypass’ the transformer where a coupler and a router or a bridging device is co-located
near the transformer that re-routes broadband signals around the transformer; (3) the third option is
the ‘wireless step-off’ that creates a wireless hotspot around each transformer.

Improvements in the BPL technology over the past few years, such as development of the point-to-
point protocol over Ethernet (PPPOE), have resulted in its movement beyond laboratory and technical
trials to actual commercial provision. Also, two specific problems that were cited as drawbacks to
the technology; (1) radio frequency interference to wireless and ham radios and emergency radios (2)
difficulties with attenuation and scaling up solutions, have been addressed.

Advantages and disadvantages
X Always on, good speed: PL technology has many of the same advantages as DSL and cable modem
services in that it is always on and has speeds that are relatively comparable to many residential service
offerings. BPL technology has an advantage in that it is a symmetrical service providing download
and upload of data at the same speed. A BPL modem can be plugged into any electric outlet in the
house or business giving more flexibility to the user,

X Assist in utility management: BPL technology can be used by the electric utility to more effectively
manage the entire electric system. A notable example is Current Communications Group, LLC, which
has entered into a contract with Texas-based utility TXU Electric Delivery, the sixth largest electric
transmission and distribution Company in the U.S., to provide a BPL network that will provide a
broadband enabled ‘smart’ electric grid. This will provide the utility with the following capabilities
o Monitoring of its electric distribution network remotely and in real time o Automated outage and
restoration detection as well as outage prevention o Automated meter reading of state-of-the-art BPL-
enabled electricity meters

× Attenuation & RFI: Two of the main technology issues associated with BPL are attenuation or
reduction in signal strength and potential radio frequency interference. On the typical U.S. electric
distribution line, a BPL signal may travel less than a mile before it needs to be amplified requiring
the installation of repeaters at possibly intervals of 1,000 feet. This can be significant cost in network
construction. There is also the problem of attenuation at the distribution transformer, which can affect
the available bandwidth. The potential of radio frequency interference has been one of the major
obstacles to the introduction of BPL and although the industry believes they have solved the problem,
it remains an outstanding issue with amateur radio groups and some national spectrum authorities.

Although BPL experts expected that the next generation of BPL technology could deliver data rates
up to 200 Mbps, the current generation of BPL installations in the U.S. are currently delivering much
lower speeds.

The economics of deploying BPL systems appears to be more favourable in countries that use a 240-
volt standard and typically serve 200 – 250 households per transformer than in the U.S. where the
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average number of households per transformer is 7.5.
× Limited deployments: After numerous, global trials of the technology spanning the last decade,
access BPL initiatives have – or appear to have – petered out. Telecommunications companies and
Internet service providers failed to prove that it could deliver the reach and bandwidth required to
formulate a cost-effective customer proposition for the consumer broadband market [44]. Note in
2010, the so-called most successful US BPL operator - Manassas, Virginia, shut down [45].

1.4.3.1 Terrestrial Wireless Technologies (802.16 WiMax and 802.11 WiFi)

Overview
Definitions for wireless broadband are as ubiquitous as definitions for broadband technologies them-
selves. Generally, wireless broadband technologies can be described as technologies to enable data
transmission over radio spectrum. Wireless broadband technologies can perform on either a small
coverage or on a larger coverage scale. Thereby, wireless broadband technologies use many fre-
quency bands. As a matter of fact, the term, “wireless broadband” is often used to describe a cluster
of various technologies which are themselves based on various technological standards for transmit-
ting radio signals.
The most common wireless technologies can be clustered in two categories: WiFi and WiMax Tech-
nologies:
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is the name for a cluster of wireless
technologies that emerged from the IEEE 802.16 WirelessMAN (Wireless Metropolitan Area Net-
work) family of standards. WiMAX Technologies occur either as (locally) fixed solutions or mobile
solutions.
WiFi (Wireless Fidelity) technologies are usually suited for single connections or small coverage,
although they work on the same transmission standard principles. WiFi is traditionally a home and
enterprise networking technology and is being used for broadband access in public areas such as air-
ports, hotels, sports arenas, convention centres, and coffee shops. It is typically used to set up private
wireless networks in a home or office, allowing you to move your PC or laptop while still having
access to the Internet and to your printer and other devices This allows users to take their laptop
and PDA devices with them and to use a common access technology to deliver high-speed Internet
services in their office, home, and while on the road. Publicly accessible Wi-Fi spots are already
widely available, especially in highly desirable locations such as hotels, airports and college cam-
puses. Wi-Fi hot spots are also increasingly available for free to consumers as a service differentiator
from restaurants and coffee shops and as a free public service from local municipalities.
As fixed wirelss solutions, WIMAX technologies are often designed to serve as a wireless DSL re-
placement technology, to compete with the incumbent DSL or broadband cable providers or to provide
basic voice and broadband access in underserved areas where no other access technology exists. In
this case, wide area wireless system uses a network of fixed antennas to offer high-speed broadband
access over the air, rather than through a phone line or cable. WiMax technologies are suited for wide
area coverage, such as proving broadband Internet access to a whole city.
Advantages and disadvantages
Wireless Broadband Technologies can offer a variety of advantages over other types of broadband
access:
X Performance: A broadband wireless system can data rates up to 1.3Gbs data capacity in a 80-MHz
channel (for 802.11ac WIFI). The wireless system’s strength is that it can quickly provide high burst
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speed Internet access to a 10-mile, 20-mile, or 35-mile radius depending on the frequency band used.
This allows the service provider to work with or compete to serve small-sized and medium-sized
business and high-end users.
X Enhance WiFi Networks: Additionally, WiMAX can potentially be used to provide backhaul in
cellular networks or it can be used to significantly enhance the performance of public Wi-Fi (Wireless
Fidelity) hot spots by increasing the throughput in the backhaul network and by making it easier and
more economical to deploy Wi-Fi access points.
X Common - “Off the Shelf Technology”: WIFI and WiMAX technologies have the capability of
becoming a credible solution to a number of problems that have related to market failure and role out
of fixed line broadband access. Particularly WiMAX certified equipment is becoming increasingly
available from a number of suppliers, due to increased competition, raising demand and economies
of scale that lead to the fact that more attractive prices for the necessary technology is being reached.
WIMAX Technologies are available “off the shelf” which allows, for instance, to build small com-
munity networks for relatively low costs. According to the World Bank African Backbone Study, the
reduced costs of local redistribution can help to offset the higher costs of adding additional connec-
tion points along the cable. Microwave and mobile towers or masts already provide easy access to
local communities along trunk routes while fibre-only routes require more costly add-drop units to
reach some local communities. Thus deploying WIMAX connection at least in certain geographically
suitable areas may be a cost effective alternative of providing broadband access.
× Interference in the Radio Spectrum: Wireless standards – especially for WIFI Technologies - must
address potential transmission interference with other devices, including microwaves, cordless tele-
phones, and other wireless standards that operate at the same frequency.
× Congested Networks/Sharing Bandwidth: WiFi shares one of its frequency bands (2.4Ghz range)
with devices such as microwaves and cordless phones and any potentially unlimited number of users
in the coverage area, this may pose limitations on bandwidth availability. This may become less of a
problem with new WiFi technologies.
× Security Concerns: Since the connection to a single computer or a network of computers is pro-
vided by using the radio spectrum, rather than by using a single physical and proprietary connection,
it can be straightforward for other users to “tap” into the network. This raises security issues with
regards to the open airwaves of the wireless networks, and how users and administrators will deal
with spam, viruses, filters and the usage of encryption techniques.
× Line of Sight: Certain wireless technologies, may require line-of-sight between the transmitting
and receiving points. This can be a problem in some areas.

1.4.3.2 Cellular Wireless

Overview
Cellular wireless broadband shares many characteristics with the terrestrial wireless technologies
discussed in S4.2.5. Primarily, cellular wireless also utilizes radio spectrum as a carrier for data
transmission. However, a key difference is that it operates in the licenced spectrum range. Cellular
operates deploy networks using cell sites (often towers) to which the accessing device communicates
over radio-frequency spectrum. However, actual frequency ranges used, and modulation techniques
vary depending on the type of cellular wireless network deployment.
Advantages and disadvantages
X Coverage: The major advantage of cellular wireless is that networks typically provide coverage of
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the majority of the population.

× Performance: Cellular wireless typically offers data rates that are considerably lower than other
wireless connections – e.g. WIFI.

× Cost: Operator’s spectrum and infrastructure deployment costs are typically high. These costs are
typically passed on to users via service charges.

× Lack of ubiquity: Operators typically only deploy network infrastructure in more densely-populated
areas.

× Security Concerns: As with Wifi, cellular wireless is shared spectrum service, rather than by using
a single physical and proprietary connection, it can be straightforward for other users to “tap” into
the network. This raises security issues with regards to the open airwaves of the wireless networks,
and how users and administrators will deal with spam, viruses, filters and the usage of encryption
techniques.

× Weather impact: Inclement weather may cause transmission problems and service delivery issues.

1.4.3.3 Satellite

Overview
Communications satellites can provide high-speed Internet access to virtually any location in the
world and service offerings to residences and businesses are readily available. In recent years, it has
become more common for rural and remote communities that have no other access to high-speed
Internet services to establish local community networks using satellite for backhaul and wireless
systems for local distribution.

Satellite broadband is an asymmetrical service, typically with upstream speeds ranging between 0.5
– 6 Mbs and downstream speeds between 2 – 20 mbps. Earlier versions of satellite broadband such
as Hughes DirecPC, were unidirectional regarding the satellite element. These services involved a
combination of dial-up access for upstream transmission and satellite for the downstream, transmitting
data to a computer via a satellite dish installed at the customer’s premises.

The newer generation of satellite delivered high-speed Internet service is a two-way service, where
the user connects to the Internet using a single satellite dish installed on the customer’s premises that
both receives and transmits data directly between the satellite and the subscriber’s computer. This
routing of data is all controlled through satellite company Network Operations Centre (NOC). This
two-way service for residential and small business users is widely available and is provided by many
satellite operators.

Advantages and disadvantages
X Coverage: The major advantage of satellite high-speed Internet service is that it is available to
virtually any location in the world and it is often the only alternative in rural and remote areas.

× Latency: There is an inherent latency in data transmission via satellite of about a half-second
because of the data travel time between earth and the geostationary satellite. These are situated 35,786
km (22,240 miles) above the equator. Additional latency can also be introduced by transponders and
gateways increasing delays by a factor of two or three times. A number of applications are sensitive to
these delays, such as interactive gaming and it does not support voice over IP. “Satellite just does not
allow the rapid two-way transmitting of information common to modern Internet applications” [46].

× Cost: The monthly cost of satellite services is typically more expensive than other technologies,
such as DSL and cable modems. Equipment and installation costs are also significantly higher.
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× Weather impact: Inclement weather may cause transmission problems and service delivery issues.

1.4.4 Link technologies & Community Networks

As discussed in S4.2, there a number of link media available to Community Networks, with each one
having a number of benefits and drawbacks. The CONFINE consortium includes three Community
Networks, including possibly the largest in the world – guifi.net. As such, these partners provide
interesting, relevant case studies for the respective access technologies.
Guifi.net4 has over 30,000 working nodes, with 33,500 links, over 54,000km. The majority of these
links utilise ISM-band wireless, with a few hundred fibre connections that constitute the network
backbone at 10 Gpbs. However, when questioned, cost is the primary cause that non backbone nodes
are wireless. In the vast majority of instances, it is significantly cheaper and easier (e.g. the cost and
complexity of the civil works such as permission to deploy fibre, construction works) for new users
to purchase equipment required for a node (antenna, router) than to install a fibre link to the network.
Funkfeuer has probably around a thousand of working nodes. As with guifi, the almost all users
access the network with their own equipment using Wifi. Anecdotally, cost, and ease of access to and
configuration of equipment are cited by the directors as the cause.
AWMN has over 2300 working nodes. As with the other two networks, the vast majority of users
access the network with their own equipment using Wifi.
So of the three networks in the CONFINE consortium, Wifi is the most popular link technology by a
significant margin. Interestingly, BPL, satellite, DSL or cellular wireless on any of the three networks
do not figure. The primary reason being cost: 1) Digging a fiber link is both time consuming and
expensive. DSL is largely confined to operators with existing telecoms networks. BPL has largely
died out, and is not an option for community networks without their own power utility. Unlike ISM-
band Wifi, WiMax and cellular utilise licenced spectrum bands. Usage thereby comes at the cost of
renting appropriate spectrum, and less widely-available equipment. Wifi of course, operating in the
2.4 & 5Ghz is unlicenced spectrum within the EU, gives Community Networks cost-free access to
spectrum.

1.5 Economic evaluation

Local networking infrastructures and access to a global Internet are considered a vital enabler of
socio-economic development. However there are many diverse socio-economic aspects and specifics
that affect organisational models for these infrastructures in different ways across different regions.
Examples of such factors are the environmental conditions, planning, investment, development, par-
ticipation, operation, business, needs and usage patterns, etc.
Regarding the socio-economic impact of networking infrastructures, or social return, there are al-
ready many extensive studies that are summarized in [47]. These effects are typically measured in
social welfare effects, in terms of GDP, although these approach is widely recognized to have many
shortcomings. There are hidden value chain effects that emerge in the future as a result of empow-
ering citizens and businesses. Local networking infrastructures and Internet access can positively
effect jobs, creating direct employment (network construction, maintenance, expansion), indirect job
creation (additional businesses around the first), induced job creation (further effects of additional
income, additional effects of connectivity, people staying in the communities, including teleworking,

4Data from https://guifi.net
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Figure 1.2: Economic benefits of usage of broadband infrastructures and services (Source:
European Investment Bank)

tourism, etc), additional productivity as a consequence of more and better connectivity and e-services.
Additionally, there can be important effects on the everyday life of the people, as citizens, by enabling
citizen participation in the social life of their community, and as consumers,by providing of e-services.
Especially for people living in remote locations, e-health applications are of great importance, partic-
ularly for elder people or in general due to the digitization of (and digital-only) public health services.
E-education applications can be provided for young students from primary to university education,
and older locals involved in distance learning courses. Moreover, teleworking applications (partial for
second homes in rural areas, or total for new jobs performed remotely) can improve life quality, based
on remote home-based services like security (alarms), smart grid, or on more general e-government
services (like access and provision of information), participation, as well as easier and cheaper inter-
actions between government, citizens and businesses.

All these benefits also depend on the capacity of network access services, where Community net-
works can definitely assist in extending this capacity.Figure 1.2 shows how applications are enabled
as network capacity grows.

Regarding the economics of investment in networking infrastructure, comprehensive studies such
as [48] from the European Commission (DG-CONNNECT) focusing on Europe or [49] from the As-
sociation for Progressive Communications focusing on infrastructure sharing in developing regions
of the world, show a detailed picture of the factors to consider in bootstrapping networking infrastruc-
ture. These factors include regulation, collaboration with public and private stakeholders, mapping
demand, choices in technology and deployment, investment models, business models, and financing
models. Typically we find four classes of organisational models: the large operator model, the com-
munity network model which is our focus, the public local operator, and the private local operator.
Figure 1.3 shows that for FTTH the European Investment Bank estimates the range of financial viabil-
ity lies in between 600 too 700ACper home covered, while the typical cost for non urban areas is much
higher. Community networks, when they combine multiple technologies in the network (e.g. fibre
backbone with point-to-point WiFi for distribution and leaf nodes), can fit into this range of financial
viability, with shorter term returns of investment and therefore they can be more effective in covering
underserved areas.

Networking, as in general ICT services, presents a natural tendency towards monopolies (de-jure in
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• In urban areas, the cost per home passed 
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Figure 1.3: Typical FTTH cost per household (home passed or HP) and viability of FTTH for urban,
suburban and rural areas (Source: European Investment Bank)

the past that have now transformed into de-facto monopolies in many countries). In terms of EU com-
petition policy on broadband infrastructure, there is a distinction between areas with no broadband
infrastructure (white areas), areas with only one network provider (grey) and areas with at least two
providers (black). The public interest in terms of socio-economic development lies into increasing of-
fer to ”darken” the territory, as diversity and choice in service offer is considered desirable to promote
competition, resilience, and to serve diverse user needs.

Openness, a requirement for alternatives and interaction, but with variable meanings applicable to
many cases, in this context sometimes refers to avoiding barriers of entry for competition in service
offering. This openness can affect actors at different layers, such as the physical infrastructure (ac-
cess or deployment of cables, links), network provision (data transfer across multiple data links) and
service provision (such as telephony, web, video, TV).

Public authorities have a role in driving development policies to achieve sustainable and resilient
communities and openness, as just defined, is a requirement. This can be achieved through investment
and regulation. A Guide to High-Speed Broadband Investment [48] from the European Commission
states that:

”To ensure that Europe remains competitive in the global economy, it is important that
the underlying communication infrastructure be upgraded or replaced so that all citizens,
businesses and public services may benefit from the development of new digital applica-
tions and services.”

There are development goals set too. Although these are being redefined for the European society
beyond 2020, the current goals are:

”The targets of the Digital Agenda for Europe (DAE) are 100% coverage of the EU
with broadband of 30 Mbps in 2020 and 50%subscription in the EU to broadband of
100 Mbps or higher. The latest Digital Agenda Scoreboard shows that Next Generation
Access (NGA) fixed-line technologies (at least 30Mbps) covered 62% of the European
population at the end of 2013.”

The Digital Single Market strategy, adopted in May 2015 by the European Commission, aims to “open
up digital opportunities for people and business and enhance Europe’s position as a world leader in the
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digital economy”5, a community of over 500 Million people. We believe that community networks
can make a major contribution to goals like this.
The European Commission agrees that networking infrastructure can move in the direction of a pub-
lic good [47] (non-excludable in access and non-rival in consumption). These public goods can be
supplied by public or private agents, although the public sector has to regulate it. In remote, rural or,
in general, underserved areas, networking infrastructures may be non-existent or can be club goods
(excludable): not for everyone, unavailable due to high costs (due to lack of offer/choice), or due
to location (underserved). Although networking infrastructure can be considered a case of impure
public good since, as many other natural or artificial infrastructures, its rivalry is a balance between
investment in capacity and consumption, and subject to congestion which means potentially rival.
This type of goods are called ”common goods” (rival but non-excludable).
Natural from the concept of computer networks, networking infrastructures are a composite or a pool
of smaller resources like routers, links or sub-networks.
Community Networks risk being clubs because despite the fact that the infrastructure resource can
be a common good (free or cost-oriented), deployment and operation can be a club good (complex,
accessible only for technology-savvy participants, time consuming) and even participation in the com-
munity can be one. Everyone shall be effectively free to fully participate only when tools reduce the
complexity and transaction cost, there are stipulated procedures formed, and the community of par-
ticipants is large and supportive enough to newcomers.
Operational packet-switched Computer Networks like the Internet (while not congested) are in some
way acting in a non-excludable and non-rival manner as they can combine and route many packets
from many participants roughly at the same time (like the roads infrastructure). Services and the
physical infrastructure can also be shared, but in different ways. Interoperability is the key term for
services and standards, and regulation can be used to ensure openness. A study by the Association
for Progressive Communications (APC) on opportunities for policy work to promote affordable and
widespread access to networks says that sharing infrastructure is:

”a particularly effective strategy for accelerating the extension of telecommunication net-
works and reducing their costs. Sharing can take place between different network access
providers, and also with the passive infrastructure of other utilities such as electricity
grids and transport networks. Infrastructure sharing should therefore be considered as
a key component of any national policy effort which aims to unleash the economic and
social benefits of affordable pervasive broadband.” [49]

Community Networks, usually cooperative structures in nature, aim at win-win arrangements devel-
oping a relationship of trust (community building) and constructive outcomes. That is an alternative
model to the typically competitive behaviour in markets, oriented to choice or win-lose outcomes that
tend to increase distrust between parties. Cooperative models based on coordination (sharing informa-
tion, integrative) behaviours are considered to be more efficient than competitive (private information,
selfish): symbiosis is less energy intensive than hunting in ecology or behavioural ecology.
Community Networks are cooperative structures as in being free (as in freedom), open access (non-
discriminatory access and open for participation) and neutral to use (with respect to technology, con-
tent, traffic or participants). As with Free and Open Source Software (FOSS), they are inclusive
alternatives (a first choice for some or last resort for everyone) to commercial offerings, that everyone
can build or join in to ensure everyone can participate in the digital society.
Experience shows that Community Networks, far from excluding competition from other models,

5Factsheet about DSM: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/newsroom/Factsheet/dsm
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in fact are a way to bootstrap service and create a demand in “white areas”, with no networking
infrastructure, by bootstrapping a local economy around the network and creating a community of
educated users that may look for alternatives to the Community Network.
The sharing and neutral model in the Community Network infrastructure can also allow local en-
trepreneurs to take advantage of the existing infrastructure to build local cost effective commercial
services that can compete with larger global operators, similarly to what happens in the software in-
dustry, where proprietary commercial products can take advantage of FOSS software (e.g. the Hadoop
software platform and big data service providers).
The next Chapter 2 presents a detailed socio-economic and organisational analysis of the common-
pool resource model built from the experience of guifi.net, with an impact analysis based on their
experience of a large community network. It shows in detail how the guifi.net model works effi-
ciently and effectively in bootstrapping not just a networking infrastructure but also a local ecosys-
tem/economy of networking infrastructure and services to go from “white” or “gray” areas into black
areas with a healthy diverse offer.

1.6 Legal evaluation

1.6.1 Introduction

This section analyses the impact that legal and regulatory processes and policies have on Community
Network deployment.
Throughout the world, there is voluminous evidence that Government policy has had a significant
impact on broadband deployment and the development of Community Networks. A major issue for
policy makers is a specific recognition of the need for these types of networks and the role of local
Governments and community-owned organisations in establishing them.
Community Networks deployed both by local Governments and communities have generally been
a result of the unavailability of affordable broadband services from incumbent service providers or
other corporate providers. In general, networks operated by community organisations tend to be open,
those operated by private operators or local governments tend to be closed.
A number of Governments across the world have actively encouraged Community Network deploy-
ments a means of providing broadband services to sparsely-populated areas. Virtually all countries
have sparsely populated areas considered uneconomic to serve by incumbent service providers. Al-
though it is more desirable to have open access, many of these networks are closed due to the difficulty
in attracting multiple service providers.
One interesting case study is Japan. According to the OECD [50], fixed-line broadband penetration
is the second highest of all the OECD members. Although demonstrably successful, the figures mask
digital divide issues in rural areas. The Japanese government’s approach has been to encourage public
private partnerships through Government financing to develop community based networks, such as
the Hyogo Information Highway to deliver ADSL and the Nankoku City WLL System to provide
wireless broadband services.
In a number of cases, local Governments have established Local Open Access Networks to generate
local competitive advantage – i.e. ensure the community has an advanced network infrastructure
technically superior to a basic broadband service. This is the approach that has been taken in projects
like UTOPIA and the deployment of other FTTH systems in Sweden and the Netherlands encouraged
by Government policy. These types of projects have often been the most controversial as they are, in
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effect, developing a new paradigm in the ICT sector by providing a common platform that is open for
use by all service providers. The deployment of FTTH local open access networks may be the optimal
solution; but for cost reasons alone, they are unlikely to provide an operational model for developing
economies.
The continued expansion of Community Networks will depend on both the financial viability of these
networks and Government policy that can either restrict or promote their development. The former
is becoming an increasingly important issue. During 2014, the Kansas state legislature (Senate) ex-
amined SB304 [46] – a bill that would have prohibited municipally-owned networks from deploying
their own infrastructure in markets where an existing service provider existed. SB304 was unsuccess-
ful in passing the legislative process. However, more troublingly, this potential piece of legislation
came after a similar legislative debate (MN HF 2695) in Minnesota [51]. At the time of writing,
19 US states have already enacted legislation preventing governments from competing with private
broadband providers [52]. However, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has recently
launched a public consultation seeking public and corporate comment on outlawing such legisla-
tion [53].
It is clear that the support for Local Open Access Networks is mixed and that it will become an
increasingly more important issue that will have to be addressed by all Governments.

1.6.2 Overview of current regulation

Government policy can often be a major determinant on the development of Community Networks,
as Governments have the necessary legislative and regulatory powers available to either encourage or
discourage the development of these types of network. The primary instruments available to Govern-
ments are the use of telecommunications and spectrum policy and statutory instruments.

1.6.2.1 Telecommunications Policy

All countries have telecommunications legislation, which governs the provision of telecoms services
and regulation of these services.
There are significant variations among countries depending on the approach taken to regulation, the
structure of the industry and the national social and economic goals. Furthermore, in addition to the
actual legislation, the manner in which regulatory policy is practiced can have a major impact on the
delivery of services. As Proenza [54] claims, the situation is different in developing countries. Reg-
ulators are generally weak, lacking independence and at times part of a system in which the legacy
operator captures the regulatory and political processes. In the developed world, there is strong ev-
idence that incumbent service providers are opposed to Community Networks emerging, and have
attempted to influence the regulatory process accordingly. This is also likely to be repeated by incum-
bent service providers in the developing world, as Community Networks become more prevalent.
National telecoms policy is seldom shaped in isolation, and key stakeholders can and do often have a
significant influence on developments. The communications industry has long recognised the impor-
tance of ensuring that their positions on issues are well understood and expend considerable resources
in communicating its views to governments and their regulatory agencies. This is perhaps best ev-
idenced by the experience in the USA. Collectively, ISPs (and their trade associations) have spent
$42.4m in the first half of 2014 lobbying politicians and regulators, according to federal disclosure
forms. In the second quarter, cable operator Comcast spent $4.45m on lobbying, while the US cable
industry’s trade group, the National Cable & Telecommunications Association (NCTA), spent another
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$4m. Internet companies have spent significantly less on lobbying, some $25.9m in the first half of
2014. Approximately one third of the total was spent by Google, which increased its spending in the
second quarter to $5.03m, compared to $3.82m in the first three months of the year [55].

As evidenced by the debate on municipal owned local access networks in the U.S., a considerable
amount of this lobbying activity has been directed at influencing Government policy and public opin-
ion against local Governments establishing these networks. Two particular instances of this are note-
worthy – SB304 [46] in Kansas and MN HF 2695 in Minnesota [51]. In both cases, industry par-
ticipants attempted to make the deployment of certain types of Community Network, particularly
municipally-owned infrastructure illegal in certain areas of their respective states. In particular, ar-
eas where existing private-sector service providers operate. Although both cases received significant
coverage in the trade and broader media, industry lobbying of this kind is not new. An overview
of the current situation in the U.S. was provided in a 2005 presentation given by Jon Leibowitz,
Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission, which is the Federal Government agency responsible for
enforcing competition law in the United States. He argued:

“In fact, although it is almost universally acknowledged that broadband access is essential
to economic growth and education, phone and cable companies are lobbying furiously to
prohibit municipalities from providing free or discounted broadband to their residents.”

I’d like to focus today on municipal broadband and discuss why it is right for consumers,
why the arguments advanced by its opponents fail and, why, upon closer examination,
these arguments are internally inconsistent. But local governments have long been labo-
ratories of experimentation. If they want to give their residents affordable Internet access,
they should be allowed to try without being foreclosed by federal or state laws – or by
cable and telephone interests. Hopefully, in the end, reason will triumph and states will
reject efforts to choke off these truly vital broadband initiatives. As a matter of public
policy, it is just plain wrong to stifle competition in this manner.”

The debate on municipal broadband in the US has triggered a rise in the number of public advocacy
groups at both the national level and in local communities - especially in areas considering the de-
ployment of Community Networks. In most instances, municipal Community Network deployments
have met stiff opposition from the incumbent service providers that have employed combinations of
lobbying, legal action, aggressive price competitions amongst other tactics to render the Community
Network unviable.

The experience of projects like Chattanooga in Tennessee, Wireless Philadelphia, and Lafayette Utili-
ties System, demonstrates the importance of widespread public support and the role of local advocacy
groups in ensuring these Community Network deployments proceeded. A local citizen’s action group
like Lafayette Pro Fiber clearly had a positive impact on public opinion and the results of a City
referendum where 62% of voters agreed to the issuance of a $125m revenue bond to pay for the de-
ployment. The actions of City Governments backed by support from local citizens were decisive in
ensuring proposed state legislation was amended to allow these projects to proceed.

In a regulatory/policy context, the reaction by incumbent carriers and cable operators in other coun-
tries to Community Network deployments has been somewhat more muted than has been the case in
the US. Arguably, this is likely to change as more of these kinds of networks are deployed.

The actions by telecommunications and cable operators in the Netherlands over the proposed local
open access network deployment in Appingedam and the opposition by the incumbent carrier in South
Africa to the projects in Knysna, Johannesburg and Tshwane are likely indicative of a more proactive
approach that will be taken by the industry to oppose these deployments. In the UK, the case of
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BT in Dolphinholme, Leicestershire is insightful. Armed with essentially state funding via BDUK,
the incumbent telecoms network operator BT is deploying infrastructure in direct competition with
B4RN [56], a Community Network that had previously installed it’s own fibre-based infrastructure.

1.6.3 Spectrum Policy

Spectrum policy relates to the management of the electromagnetic spectrum for those wavebands
that are capable of carrying radio signals. All countries have agencies that have been specifically
established to manage the radio frequency spectrum, which involves allocation of specific radio-
wave frequencies for provision of communications services. Within national boundaries, spectrum
management is the responsibility of that particular Government, which in many cases is usually free
to establish whatever policies it feels are appropriate, subject to certain international conventions – for
example EU or UN/ITU regulations. As a result, countries can decide to exempt certain frequencies
from licensing, such as the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands, whereas other countries may decide that
restrictions should apply.

1.6.3.1 State Aid

State aid is a well-developed concept in the European Union. It is am important regulatory issue,
as it impacts the ability of individual countries to finance initiatives that are not compatible with the
provisions of the European Community Treaty (TEFU). Article 107(3) of TEFU declares that State
aid, in whatever form, that could distort competition and affect trade by favouring certain undertakings
or the production of certain goods, is forbidden - unless the Treaty allows otherwise.

As the EU member states develop programmes to expand broadband deployment, many of these ini-
tiatives are coming under increasing scrutiny by the Competition Directorate-General of the European
Commission to ensure that they are consistent with Article 107(3). Although the EU through the Dig-
ital Strategy Programme has a policy of promoting the development of broadband, initiatives must
still be consistent with EU Competition policy.

EU member states are all developing their own broadband strategies, which can differ quite markedly.
In the case of the Netherlands, the Government has promoted the rollout of FTTH systems as a
means of ensuring that the country maintains a competitive edge. Consistent with this policy, the
City of Appingedam announced its intention to deploy a FTTH Local Open Access Network to serve
all residences and businesses in the community. In response the European Commission launched an
investigation, and concluded that such public funding did indeed represent state aid, as the community
is already served by a number of existing network service providers. In the UK, HM Government’s
BDUK [57] programme to deliver faster broadband was deemed by the European Commission to not
constitute state aid [58], since the programme did not distort competition, and that the overall effect
of the BDUK project is deemed to be positive, and in line with the EU’s Digital Agenda objectives.

Although many Governments may have concerns over the use of public money to deploy Community
Networks, most do not currently have any specific national legislation that would specifically prohibit
the development of these networks in communities served by existing carriers with existing networks.
However, as evidenced by the U.S. experience, other policy and legislative instruments can be used
to either severely restrict or prohibit the development of local open access networks.
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1.6.4 Legislation – Promote or restrict

Governments have a number of available policy instruments that can either hinder or promote the
deployment of Community Networks. As noted earlier, restrictions placed on the availability of
unlicensed spectrum can effectively curtail the development of wireless Community Networks, which
have the potential to play a significant role in broadband deployment. Regulatory measures to protect
incumbent carriers by restricting the application of new technologies can result in significant barriers
to the establishment of local open access networks.
Countries with national broadband strategies that feature local open access networks as an integral part
of that strategy, for example Japan, the Netherlands and Sweden, this Community Network-friendly
regulatory environment effectively promotes their development. However, even in the absence of this
type of regulatory framework, Community Networks often develop in response to demand by local
Governments for improved broadband access. In the absence of legislative and regulatory initiatives
that would restrict their development, it is likely that local open access networks will continue to be
an increasing worldwide trend based on demand for broadband services and the willingness of local
Governments to address this need.

1.6.5 Becoming legal: rural telecommunications service provision in South Africa

One example of legalization of a community network happened, as part of the CONFINE Open Call
2, with the Mankosi community network in South Africa, supported by research by the University of
Cape Town (UWC) and reported in a paper6 [10] in the ICTD’15 that is summarized below.
Community networks often operate at the fringe of legality with respect to spectrum, network infras-
tructure and providing services. We have been involved with such a network in a rural community,
and together with them, have devised a way to become legal within the South African regulatory
framework. A not-for-profit co-operative was formed and successfully applied for license exemption
to operate the network infrastructure and offer services. Revenue is used to sustain the network and
can also be used for other community needs. The network has equipment that is not 100% type-
approved, and operates at a higher output power than is allowed. However, we have a simple plan to
comply with such regulations. This section offers our experience as a precedent for how to go about
making a community network completely legal in South Africa and other countries that have a similar
regulatory environment.
The CN in Mankosi, a traditional rural community in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, has
been running for more than 2 years. The CN started with the goal of reducing the cost of commu-
nications in Mankosi [59]. The network is composed of 13 mesh nodes, creating a mesh network
operating in the 2.4 GHz band which covers around 30 km2. An analogue phone is connected to 12
of the nodes, providing free internal Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) calls. Revenues come from
two sources. Firstly, since June 2013, more than 1000 USD has been collected collectively by charg-
ing mobile phones using the spare capacity of the solar systems designed to power the routers. This
revenue financed an Internet connection required to call mobile phones from the stations installed and
cover the maintenance costs. A second source of income is a prepaid fee to call mobile phones via a
gateway, a service that has been active since September 2014. Plans are in place to provide Internet
services and provide a third source of revenue to sustain the network.
The challenge is to provide these services legally so that the network can be financially sustainable.

6Making a Community Network Legal Within the South African Regulatory Framework, Seventh International Confer-
ence on Information and Communication Technologies and Development (2015).
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In this paper, we describe the regulatory framework in South Africa, and then how we went about
making a community network legal within that framework. We detail the lessons learned so that
others can base similar efforts on our experience.

1.6.5.1 Regulations in South Africa

The registration, transfer and granting of service licences and licence exemptions in South Africa is
performed by the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) in accordance
with the provisions of the Electronic Communications Act, 36 of 2005 (ECA). Recent amendments
to the ECA have been introduced by the Electronic Communications Amendment Act, 1 of 2014
(ECAA)). According to ICASA, applications are processed in a period of 5-7 weeks after reception.
In South Africa there are two categories of licenses regarding electronic communications:

• Electronic Communications Service (ECS) licences allow the holder to provide licensed ser-
vices (such as the provision of voice and data services) to customers over its own or over
another licensee’s network.

• Electronic Communications Network Service (ECNS) licences allow the holder to establish and
operate a network.

At the same time, both ECS and ECNS can be either Individual or Class. Individual ECNS (IECNS)
are national in scope and Class (CECNS) are regional, e.g. District Municipality. The main difference
between Individual and Class ECS (IECS and CECS, respectively) is the numbering: if one requires
numbers ranging in accordance to the National Numbering Plan (NNP), one needs an IECS; other-
wise, one requires a CECS. One can be exempted from holding an ECS or an ECNS license on the
basis of being non-profit or a very small provider.
The use of radio spectrum is also regulated by ICASA. Most bands require a license, but as in many
other countries, networks operating in Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands are exempted
from a licence. Although some manufacturers are producing equipment in 900 MHz and 17 GHz
ISM bands that are exempted, in this document we will focus on the ones that are defined in the
802.11 standard. However, use and possession of all forms of radio apparatus that operate in those
bands must still comply requirements such as radios being type-approve by ICASA, limited power,
lowest average height, must not interfere with other license holders, etc.
Registration, operation and management of co-operatives is performed by the Companies and Intel-
lectual Property commission (CIPRO) in accordance with the provisions of the Co-Operatives Act, 14
of 2005 (CA). Recent amendments to the CA have been introduced by the Co-Operatives Amendment
Act, 1 of 2014 (CAA). On its website, CIPRO states that an application will be processed within 10
days after the application has been lodged.

1.6.5.2 Application process and fees

The registration of each ECS and ECNS licence has an initial registration fee of 1000 USD, e.g. if
both are needed then the fees total 2000 USD. There is also a renewal renovation fee of 500 USD after
10 years. If one builds infrastructure in two different municipal districts, then two different CECNS
are required.
Additionally, if any of the licenses generate revenue, the holder needs to pay an annual fee. The
contribution is a factor of the revenue obtained by the holder. For the lowest group (0 - 5.000.000
USD), which is the most likely for a local telco, the annual fee is 0.15% of that revenue.
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If exempted from holding a license, one is exempted to pay registration, renewal and annual fees. The
cost of registering one is almost negligible, less than 30 USD.

In order to be able to fit within the ECA requirements, an entity that could apply for the licences
described above needed to be set up. The community in Mankosi gave the mandate to do so to a
committee comprising a member from each household hosting an analogue phone, some of them
Tribal Authority members. An application to register the ”non-specific” primary cooperative, Zen-
zeleni Networks Ltd, was submitted on the 21 January 2014. Zenzeleni Networks Ltd was officially
registered on 5 February 2014, although the certification did not arrive to the chairperson until 26
March.

Once the co-operative registration certificate was obtained, the paperwork for the exemption of the
CECS and CECNS started. The application was submitted 10 April 2014. The exemption request for
the CECS was done on the basis of constituting Zenzeleni Networks Ltd as a not-for-profit telecom-
munications cooperative. The licence exemption for both was received on 10 September 2014.

1.6.5.3 Challenges to the process

Although Zenzeleni achieved license exemption, it was not free of challenges. More than 6 weeks
transpired between the time when the co-operative was registered and when the registration certificate
was received by the co-operative.

These 6 weeks of delay are small compared to the delay experienced with ICASA. Initially, a backlog
in processing applications was provided as a reason. We suspect the application was delayed due to its
novelty and as in the previous case of submitting paperwork for the co-operative, it required personal
interventions to unblock the process.

1.6.5.4 Positive side effects

The model briefly presented here positively sets a precedent for similar bottom-up initiatives in South
Africa and elsewhere. The fact that the co-operative registered is not-for-profit means that all the
profit (if any) after the costs of operating and maintaining the network (salaries included, if any) does
not go to the shareholders, but is invested back into the community to achieve the co-operative’s goals.
Additionally, it was defined as Category A, which, if the argument is accepted, the co-operative need
not audit accounts, thus saving the cost of auditors.

The co-operative model additionally allows for the federation of primary co-operatives into secondary
level ones. Currently, Zenzeleni cannot provide services to another community. Other communities
could replicate the model presented here and then federate themselves into a secondary co-operative
that could be granted a similar exemption as the primary (not-for-profit, PECN). This would follow
a similar structure used by indigenous communities in Canada [60], where a second level institu-
tion provides the services that primary co-operatives cannot provide for themselves e.g. technical
expertise, aggregating demand, and advocacy.

Having the exemptions granted by ICASA has many positive sides effects apart from the obvious one
of adhering to the South African regulatory framework and thereby avoiding prosecution. Licence
exemption holders need not pay the registration fee, thus saving 2000 USD initial license fees (for
ECS and ECNS) which is twice the money collected thus far in a year by the Zenzeleni for charging
mobile phones. Additionally, Zenzeleni does not need to pay an annual percentage of the revenue
obtained or the audit to calculate the fee. Avoiding these fees has direct economic benefits, and also
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reduces the management burden as the holder does not have to produce additional documentation.
This benefits the exemption holder and the regulator, too.
Furthermore, it allows co-location of equipment in an incumbent’s towers (paying a fee), something
they allow to licence holders only. This could eventually allow to access a much faster and cheaper
Internet connection than the one available in our rural area. There is a quite a large capillarity in
nearby towers. Give the footprint of Zenzeleni’s coverage, three are different ones in the area. Given
the 200W EIRP allowed in the 5.8 GHz band, relays could be co-located in towers to reach an even
cheaper Internet connection.
These positive side effects can apply to other community networks using WiFi in South Africa, and to
those using other technologies as the CECS and CECNS licence exemptions obtained are technology
agnostic. Specially, if regulations about TV White spaces, or the more recent GSM White Spaces,
include licence exemption to use additional radio spectrum on a secondary basis. Additionally, it
could be used in countries with a similar regulatory model to South Africa, like Namibia. Informing
policy to foster these co-operatives will be described in a future publication.

1.7 Conclusions

The development of Community Networking infrastructures is defined, and it has an influence in
aspects that we have grouped into historic, social, technical, economic and legal.
Community networks are rooted in the efforts of local communities to be more resilient, empowering
themselves with digital communication infrastructures that take advantage of technology that can be
deployed, maintained and used cooperatively by the citizens. These initiatives, when extended and
adopted by a significant part of the population of a community, result in positive local effects.
From the social perspective, described in more detail in section 1.3, the potential can be transformed
into social utility when going beyond the hobbyist’s domain or the “geek publics”. However, this
requires a shift in focus, from building the network infrastructure as a goal, to a broader vision of an
inclusive initiative to connect everyone. When CNs engage and strategically align with broader public
and political bodies, when they expand to local underserved populations by building partnerships and
collaborations, that results in social benefits for the public, and therefore more resilient and sustainable
communities. Specifically, this project has explored some of these issues, described in this document
in Section 1.3, in Chapter 2 on community network infrastructure as a common-pool resource, and
in Chapter 3 on the sustainability of community clouds. This is also detailed in D4.7 Chapter 6
“Contextual Analysis of Community Network Sustainability”, Chapter 5 “Citizensqkm”, Chapter 7
“ICARUS”, and Chapter 9 “Sarantaporo”.
From the technical perspective, despite CNs are often called wireless networks, many technologies
empower these initiatives, each with different characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. Techno-
logical choices and their combinations are quite tricky and can differ for different communities and
change quickly as technology evolves. Along the project, technology has evolved, and specifically
this project has evaluated, tested, improved and created several relevant technologies. These are de-
scribed in this document in Section 1.4 and detailed in research results reported in D4.4, D4.7 this
year and previous years, summarized as exploitation plans in D5.9, and presented in many ways as
reported in the D5 deliverables each year.
From the economic perspective, local networking infrastructures and access to a global Internet is
considered a vital enabler of socio-economic development. More specifically, this project has ex-
plored some of these issues, described in this document in Section 1.5, and particularly the openness
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of access and participation in community networks, and the nature of a common-pool resource model,
described in detail in Chapter 2, and in Chapter 3 on community clouds. This is also detailed in D4.7
Chapter 7 “ICARUS”, and Chapter 9 “Sarantaporo”.
From the legal perspective, Section 1.6 describes the role of public regulation, together with policy
and public section actions, that as usual have to deal with promotion (policies, aids) and restriction
(licensing, regulation) measures to regulate the access to public goods and the market.
Broadband access is currently a hot topic around the world, with many studies about impact from
a socio-economic-legal perspective. This is a great opportunity for community networks that have
accumulated experience, infrastructure, organizational structures, services, a vision and a mission.
Particularly in Europe, the Broadband Europe initiative, as described through this document, is pro-
moting the development of networking infrastructures, particularly the role of public support to reach
underserved areas (“gray” and “white” areas in their terms). Good quality access to networks of
“broadband quality” for citizens has a) social effects in creating local resilient, sustainable and more
participatory communities, b) technological effects, from a combination of the most adequate tech-
nologies such as fibre, point-to-point or mesh wireless, c) economic effects, regarding community
networking models and local economic development through the spill-over effects of better and more
open networking infrastructures and competitive service offerings, and d) legal effect, with policy and
public sector actions, that have to deal with promotion and restriction measures to regulate the access
to public goods and the market.
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2 Community network infrastructure as a common-pool
resource

2.1 Introduction

As described in the introduction of this document, the expression “crowdsourced computer networks”
refers to a network infrastructure built by citizens and organisations who pool their resources and co-
ordinate their efforts to make these networks happen. “Community networks” are a subset of crowd-
sourced networks that are structured to be open, free, and neutral. In these communities the infrastruc-
ture is established by the participants and is managed as a common resource. Many crowdsourcing
experiences have flourished in community networks. This chapter discusses the case of guifi.net, a
success case of a community network daily used by thousands of participants, focusing on its prin-
ciples and the crowdsourcing processes and tools developed within the community, and the role they
play in the ecosystem that is guifi.net; the current status of its implementation; its measurable local
impact; and the lessons learned in more than a decade1.
Although CNs have already been studied from several angles [11] [61], there is still insufficient un-
derstanding of the practises and methodologies which have given rise to such complex collaborative
systems. This work tackles this lack by analysing guifi.net2 [62] [63], the largest CN worldwide.
In 2004, guifi.net began as a group of people who met regularly for network planning and deploy-
ment. The group was seeking ways to create amateur networking infrastructures in remote rural areas,
ignored or underserved by conventional ISPs, taking advantage of open spectrum, open software, and
inexpensive WiFi devices. Along with the expansion of the network, the participants also discussed
ways to structure the fast-growing community. Bringing a network to new locations requires coor-
dination for planning the links, configuring the hardware, aligning antennas, etc. In addition, new
tasks such as network design, routing coordination, and address allocation become increasingly crit-
ical as the network and the community grow. These tasks have resulted in many tools that have been
developed specifically for guifi.net and are used by the guifi.net community.
In this chapter we describe the fundamental principles of guifi.net, and how their application results in
a collective good, the network infrastructure, that is built collectively from contributions from many
participants, and governed as a common-pool resource (CPR).
We identify and analyse the most relevant of these tools and discuss their impact on the expansion of
guifi.net. As a result of our investigations, we firmly believe that guifi.net has made very significant
contributions, not only to the formalisation of the CN concept itself, but also to the development and
application of effective social and technical tools to make CNs sustainable and scalable. These tools
are in constant evolution to better put the commons model into practice.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 presents the underlying guifi.net
principles that structure the participation and usage of the network, and discusses how these trans-
late into a social production process that results in a collective good that is governed collectively as

1Published as: R. Baig et al., guifi.net, a crowdsourced network infrastructure held in common, Computer Networks
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2015.07.009

2http://guifi.net
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a common-pool resource. Section 2.3 surveys the stakeholders and presents the architecture of the
governing mechanisms. Section 2.4 introduces the tools and strategies developed to implement these
principles, such as software tools to share information, communicating among groups, coordinating
contributions, overseeing and regulating the community, stipulating collaboration agreements, resolv-
ing conflicts, and compensating for imbalances. Section 2.5 presents the results achieved in terms of
the commons infrastructure, interconnection with other networks, the community of participants, the
organisational framework, and the measurable impact in areas with strong infrastructure development.
in Section 2.6 we analyse and discuss the results. Section 2.7 discusses the correspondence with aca-
demic models of CPR. Section 2.8 presents lessons learned that can be generalised. in Section 2.9
some recommendations for future work are made. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 2.10.

Computer networks are hereinafter referred to as networks and network infrastructure as infrastruc-
ture.

2.2 Principles

The fundamental principles of guifi.net, defined at the start to be fully inclusive, revolve around i) the
openness of access (usage) of the infrastructure, and ii) the openness of participation (construction,
operation, governance) in the development of the infrastructure and its community.

Non-discriminatory and open access. The access is non-discriminatory because the prices are de-
termined using the cost-oriented methodology (vs. market-oriented) with the fair-trade principle for
labour pricing. It is open because everybody has the right to join the infrastructure.

Open participation. Everybody has the right to join the community. According to roles and in-
terests, four main groups can be identified: i) volunteers, interested in aspects such as neutrality,
independence, creativity, innovation, DIY, and protection of consumers’ rights; ii) professionals, in-
terested in aspects such as demand, service supply, and stability of operation; iii) customers, interested
in network access and service consumption; and iv) public administrations, interested in managing
specific attributions and obligations to regulate the participation of society, usage of public space, and
even in satisfying their own telecommunication needs. A balance among these four groups must be
preserved, as every group has natural attributions that should not be delegated or undertaken by any
other.

These fundamental principles applied to an infrastructure result in a network that is a collective good,
socially produced, and governed as a common-pool resource (CPR).

The network is a collective good or a peer property in which participants contribute their efforts and
contribute goods (routers, links, and servers) that are shared to build a computer network, which
combined by several Internet protocols results in a peer property, provided that the community rules,
as a community license, are respected by all participants.

The development of a CN is a social production or a peer production because the participants work
cooperatively, at local scale, to deploy an infrastructure to build network islands, and at global scale to
share knowledge and coordinate actions to ensure the interoperability of the infrastructure deployed
at local scale.

The common-pool resource (CPR) is the model chosen to hold and govern the network. The partici-
pants must accept the rules to join the network and must contribute the required infrastructure to do
it, but they keep the ownership of hardware they have contributed and the right to withdraw.

Some of the expected benefits of the paradigm change resulting from these principles are:
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• Disappearance of the multiplicity of infrastructure because all participants operate on the same
infrastructure on a cooperative basis. The CPR defines the means to reduce the transaction cost
of sharing, promoting this practice.

• Increase of the efficiency of the infrastructure, as a consequence of the previous point.
• Cost savings, including environmental savings, as a consequence of the first point. These cost

savings result from aggregation and resource sharing. Additional capacity can be obtained at
the marginal cost of the required capacity, due to sharing, lower than the cost of deployment
of additional infrastructure. This cooperative model allows new, small, local entrants that can
easily develop, given this reduction of the entry costs and initial investments, to bootstrap new
infrastructure and new services.

• Cost-of-access savings, not only due to the first point, but also because pricing is cost-oriented
(fair trade oriented). That has positive economic spillovers in favour of digital services and more
opportunities for local economic development as a result of lower access and usage barriers for
more population.

• Empowerment of the citizens to bring the network where needed, given the reduction in cost,
complexity, risk, and required knowledge to expand the network, severing the dependency on
ISPs’ deployment plans.

• Universalisation of the access to the infrastructure, as a consequence of the two previous points.
• Creation of the required context for a true fair competition market of services.

2.3 Stakeholders and governance architecture

Nonetheless, as any other CPR, CNs are fragile. More precisely, they are congestion prone, because
connectivity is subtractable, and subject to the free riding problem, because CNs are intentionally
non-excludable. Thus, efficient and effective governance tools are needed to protect the core resource
from depletion, that is to say, to protect it from the Tragedy of the commons [64].
To build an effective governance architecture, it is essential to clearly identify the stakeholders based
on interests, specific tasks, and potential conflicts of interest. As depicted in Figure 2.1a, there are
four main stakeholders. The volunteers, the initiators of the project, due to their lack of economic
interests, are responsible for the operation of the tools and mechanisms of governance and oversight.
The professionals contribute quality of service, and their customers bring the resources which make
the ecosystem economically sustainable. The public administrations are responsible for regulating
the interactions between the network deployment and operation, and the public goods, such as public
domain occupation. All participants that extract connectivity must contribute infrastructure, directly
or indirectly, and can participate in the knowledge creation process.
Figure 2.1b depicts the architecture of the governance tools. Effective means of communication are
essential for any peer production project. The license establishes the participation framework and sets
the boundaries of the CPR. The participation framework must be flexible enough to enable mech-
anisms for self-sustainability such as economic activity, but at the same time must safeguard the
essence of the project. The monitoring system is essential for the network operation (bottlenecks,
failures, etc.) and for resource usage accounting. A clear conflicts resolution system avoids arbi-
trariness and lessens the number of disputes. Through the mechanism of expenditures declaration
the participants indicate the resources they contributed which must be accounted for. The collabora-
tion agreement system regulates the for-profit usage of the resources. The economic compensation
system balances the contributions that were accounted for and the resource usage of for-profit partic-
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Figure 2.1: Stakeholders and governance architecture.

ipants. Finally, a authoritative organisation recognised by all the participants is needed to operate the
aforementioned tools and mechanisms.

2.4 Implementation

This section discusses how the governance architecture presented in Section 2.3 are implemented as
tools in guifi.net.

2.4.1 Communication tools

Due to their technical nature, collaborative tools of all kinds have flourished in guifi.net. Predictably,
almost all of them are free software and are hosted in servers of the community. The following are
the most significant ones.

Website It is the main participation and coordination tool. It integrates all the software tools de-
scribed above, providing a complete platform for designing, deploying, and operating CNs.

Mailing lists Mailing lists3 are the preferred communication method for discussion. Mailing lists
can be global, territorial, or thematic. They are open by default4.

Social Media A social platform5 has been put in place to handle documentation and discussions.
Working groups are public by default, but closed ones also exist to protect sensitive information.

Face to face meetings Face to face meetings play a very specific role in strengthening social rela-
tionships. Local meetings are typically weekly or monthly based. In these meetings the partic-
ipants work on their projects and help newcomers to join the group and the network. A global
guifi.net community meeting generally happens once a year; it is itinerant and always hosted by
a different local group. The most relevant international CN events are usually attended at least
by one or two guifi.net members.

3https://llistes.guifi.net/sympa/
4Closed mailing lists are just accepted in very justified situations.
5http://social.guifi.net/
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2.4.2 Participation framework

The following tools develop the legal framework for participation in the network.

Network Commons License (NCL) The license is called Llicència de Comuns per a la Xarxa
Oberta, Lliure i Neutral (XOLN)6 is the license to which any guifi.net participant must sub-
scribe. It sets the fundamental principles, and the articles precisely establish the participant’s
rights and duties. It is written to be enforceable under the Spanish legislation. Legal certainty
is essential to stimulate participation and investment, which in turn, is at the base of any eco-
nomic activity. The license has been developed as part of a long-lasting participatory deliber-
ation process over several years, with contributions from many community members, reaching
a consensus, revised and approved in several versions by the Foundation’s Board. The initial
version dates from January 20057.

The guifi.net Foundation. The Fundació Privada per a la Xarxa, Lliure i Neutral guifi.net was
created by the guifi.net community to give a legal identity to the guifi.net project. Its founda-
tional mission is to protect and promote the networks held in common. To protect the network,
it maintains the NCL and enforces its compliance when necessary. The promotion activities
include the development of strategic and innovative projects, the operation of critical parts of
the infrastructure, dissemination tasks, etc. It has a set of tools (e.g. IP address space, legal
identity, possibility to operate under its name) available to anyone who wants to contribute to
expand the network, professionals included. It also performs many dissemination activities.
The Foundation is composed of the Board of Directors (unpaid) and the workers. It is funded
from the services it gives to the professionals, such as activities in the Network Operation Cen-
ter (NOC) and operation of the economic compensation system, and from specific projects to
which it may participate (e.g. research projects and consulting activities). The Foundation plays
a vital role for the coordination and management of the guifi.net ecosystem. Nonetheless, its
power is rather limited because, as with the rest of the participants, it just owns the part of the
infrastructure it has contributed, and all its actions are constrained to its foundational mission
of coordination and arbitration. Thus, its authority is mostly reputation based.

Collaboration agreements are a set of standardised templates based on the experience of many
specific agreements over the years. The number of specific agreements justified the standardis-
ation process, which was led by the Foundation. The Foundation is always one of the signing
entities. This way, a web of trust is built, having the Foundation as the hub. The agreements
have the mission to grant the commitment of the parts to the NCL, enhancing and strengthening
the legal frameworks set by the license.

6http://guifi.net/en/FONNC, Comuns XOLN in Catalan http://guifi.net/ca/CXOLN. The NCL
Compact preamble is:

• You have the freedom to use the network for any purpose as long as you don’t harm the operation of the network
itself, the rights of other users, or the principles of neutrality that allow contents and services to flow without
deliberate interference.

• You have the right to understand the network and its components, and to share knowledge of its mechanisms and
principles.

• You have the right to offer services and content to the network on your own terms.

• You have the right to join the network, and the obligation to extend this set of rights to anyone according to these
same terms.

7http://guifi.net/ca/ComunsSensefils
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Professionals can choose between three options8 according to their level of commitment to the
commons. Type A, full commitment, the preferred for the Foundation, implies that all the infras-
tructure deployed by a professional is contributed to the commons; type B, partial commitment,
is for those professionals that only partially contributed to the commons; type C, opportunistic,
is for the professional who does not contribute any infrastructure to the commons (that is to
say, they use what is available but do not contribute at all). The agreement implies the accep-
tance of a set of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that orchestrates the coexistence among the
professionals. Customised agreements are not accepted.

The Public Administrations have a single template. Although they often want to modify the
template, it is important to keep the texts as close as to the standard as possible for the sake
of homogeneity. The standard text is aimed at i) alleviating the legal limitations of Public
Administrations to participate in telecommunication activities as well as they avoid certain
responsibilities, which fall outside of the scope of their standard tasks, especially for small- and
middle-size administrations9, and ii) orchestrate how they make their public resources available
to the CN, and thus to all ISPs (e.g. those which do not want to contribute to the CN have access
to this resources through the type C of the subset of agreements for professionals).

Finally, agreements are in place with other entities such as universities or NGOs. Due to the
small number and heterogeneity of cases, they have not been standardised yet.

2.4.3 Network management and provisioning software tools

The community of guifi.net has developed a set of software tools10 to ease the design, deployment,
management, and operation of the network. The tools are oriented to support a self-provisioning
style and supporting crowdsourced efforts by members of the community given the intrinsic inter-
dependence in the computer and social network. Most of them are integrated into the guifi.net web-
site11. All tools have been developed following the Open Source model using a public collaborative
development platform12 and are publicly available under the GNU Public License13. Automation is
essential to reduce the learning curve for participation and to avoid human mistakes. Consistent and
comprehensive public data sets are essential to make the network implementable in the territory.

Network map tool14 Network planning requires maps and several tools to calculate distances and
lines of sight, select neighbouring nodes, contact people in charge, etc. This tool combines
geographic maps with network maps to collect and share all the knowledge about the network
and the participants involved in it.

IPs assignment and routing configuration15 This is a back-office tool that manages IPs as-
signment and routing configuration. These procedures are fully automated. The resulting infor-
mation is stored in the main database.

8(Catalan) http://social.guifi.net/groups/guifi-coord/conveni-dactivitats-econ%C3%
B2miques-instal%C2%B7lacions-connectivitat-i-manteniments-en-la.

9In the European Union as well as in most of the Western countries, telecommunications is a public service that must
be delivered by the private sector. In this context, the room for manoeuvre in public administrations is limited to
very specific actions (self-provisioning, undeserved areas, etc.) and under very special conditions (separate account,
self-financed, etc.)

10The guifi.net website uses the Drupal CMS and the MySQL database. All the tools developed are Drupal modules.
11https://guifi.net/en/guifi/menu
12https://gitorious.org/guifi
13http://serveis.guifi.net/debian
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unsolclic16 The configuration of all routers is fully automated. The human interaction has been
reduced to copy & paste or reflashing procedures. This helps to avoid configuration errors that
can create conflicts in the network, and ease the process of setting up nodes, which in turn
promotes more participation.

Community Network Markup Language (CNML)17 The CNML is an XML specification de-
veloped in guifi.net through which the guifi.net database information is presented. All interac-
tions should be done through it.

Network monitoring18 A fully distributed network monitoring system has been developed and
implemented. It has been key to helping the community visualise usage, and identify problems
or bottlenecks.

Network crowdfunding19 Since very early in the development process, a tool was developed to
coordinate the collection of voluntary contributions of money to fund new or upgrade nodes
or links that could benefit several users directly or indirectly. The tool enables creation of a
proposal with a detailed plan including a description of the project, its cost, and a deadline for
contributions. If the target budget is met within the deadline, the initiator will collect the money
and launch the action. This mechanism has proven to be very successful to share costs among
the community to upgrade bottleneck links or provide new nodes to benefit several citizens.

Expenditure declaration20 This tool enables the declaration of expenditures, tracking, and anal-
ysis of previous ones. It has been developed as part of the economic compensation system
(described in 2.4.4). It distinguishes between contributions made by professionals from those
made by volunteers, treating the information accordingly. It was developed from the realisa-
tion that professionals were not investing in the infrastructure, they were only consuming with
the excuse they would not suffer abuse from their investments from others. This tool records
any expenditure, such as investment in capacity or maintenance, so that participants have an
equitable environment that accounts, promotes, rewards, and creates certainty to promote fair
and proportional compensation in terms of access to resources proportional to the long-term
cooperative investment in the infrastructure among all participants. That results in sustainable
growth of the infrastructure and avoids its abuse.

2.4.4 Governance tools

These are the socio-economic tools the project has developed to keep the infrastructure and the project
itself operational. The Foundation is responsible to keep these tools in place.

Conflicts resolution system. A systematic and clear procedure for resolution of conflicts with
a scale of graduated sanctions has been developed21. It consists of three stages—conciliation,
mediation, and arbitration—all of them driven by a lawyer chosen from a set of volunteers.
The cost of the procedures is charged to the responsible party or to both parties in case of a
tie. This system was developed based on experience and has defined in a precise manner to
help in addressing these conflicts in a quick and standard way, with help from lawyers, and
scalable for a growing community. It was developed at a time when the flame wars between a
few participants threatened the entire project. The Foundation had to take a leading role in its
development and implementation.

Economic compensation system. The economic compensation system has been developed and

21http://social.guifi.net/groups/guifi-legal/reglament-dels-procediments-de-resoluci%
C3%B3-de-conflictes
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implemented to compensate for imbalances between investment in the commons infrastructure
and network usage among the professionals. Expenditures declared by the professionals are
periodically cleared according to the network usage. The calculations are performed by the
Foundation and are made available to the professionals. The Foundation centralises and man-
ages the billing system (each professional only makes or receives a single payment). A typi-
cal income for the Foundation is a percentage, depending on each professional type, which is
charged to the result of these calculations22. In addition, professionals are allowed to charge
a reasonable amount for opportunistic connections23 until theirs investment are covered. The
economic compensation system also provides for measures to compensate those who, having
contributed critical infrastructure, want to withdraw from the CPR.

2.5 Results

In this section we present the most relevant results of the guifi.net project. First we analyse the com-
mons infrastructure. Its physical parameters can be perfectly quantified thanks to the database and
the information on its website. Nonetheless, the costs must be estimated because the software tool for
reporting the expenditures has just been established recently. The description of the interconnection
to other network infrastructures follows. In this case, the costs can be established with a high level of
precision because the information about most of them is shared between the Foundation and the op-
erators. Regarding participation, the data presented is rather qualitative because, due to the openness
of the project, only indirect metrics can be quantified. The description of the impact of the project is
based on third parties’ information.

2.5.1 The commons infrastructure

Currently, at the physical level, guifi.net combines several technologies: the wireless and the optical
fibre are the most common. Due to its affordability, accessibility, and ease of deployment, WiFi was
the first technology to be used and is still the most popular, up to the point that it is considered fully
integrated into the ecosystem (i.e it is fully supported by the web tools and its use is widespread among
professionals and volunteers). The initial nodes of guifi.net were deployed by 2004. Figure 2.2a
depicts the evolution of the total operational nodes over time. Optical fibre was first introduced in
200924.

As of June 2015, guifi.net has a total of 44,824 nodes, 28,675 of them declared as operational, ac-
counting for 32,672 WiFi links (29,946 AP-Client and 2,726 Point-to-Point) and making a total length
of 52,443Km. Most of the nodes, 44,432 of the total, are located in Spain. Figure 2.2b shows their
distribution on the map. Figure 2.3 shows two cases of implementation at local level (general views
at the top and detailed views at the bottom).

Regarding optical fibre, due to the fact that registration of this type of link is not yet in production
25, at the moment the numbers can only be estimated by alternative means. We estimate around 100

22Type A 10% (to cover administrative costs), Type B 50%, and Type C 100%.
23A client node that connects in a DIY manner to a supernode that has been paid by a professional.
24http://guifi.net/node/23273
25This feature, which involved redesign and a significant amount of new code, was developed in summer 2014 and is

expected to be in production in 2015. The large amount of optical links already deployed will require additional time
to register all this data.
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Figure 2.2: guifi.net summary

links26.

Topologically speaking, WiFi and optical fibre networks are rather similar [63]. In both cases end-
user-nodes (the nodes) are connected to a central point (the supernodes in WiFi and the PoPIX -
Point-of-Presence Internet Exchange- in optical fibre)27, and supernodes are connected to each other
through dedicated links forming the backbone. In WiFi practically all links are deployed by guifi.net
members. In contrast, in optical fibre deployments most of the PtP links are subcontracted dark
fibres28. Figure 2.4 shows the current distribution of the operational PoPIX (15 in total). In the areas
where the two technologies coexist, optical fibre links are replacing WiFi ones in the backbone, and
these are forming a backhaul, resulting in a more efficient topology29. The economic compensation
system is applied at PoPIX level. The metric used to quantify the network usage is the percentage of
the total aggregation of inbound and outbound traffic to networks that are not held in common (i.e.
traffic to and from the NIX or to the carriers).

According to guifi.net Foundation estimations presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, the capital expen-
diture (CAPEX) of the infrastructure built in commons is over 7.3M AC and the operating expenditure
(OPEX) over 3.0M AC per year.

At the IP level, guifi.net uses IPv4 RFC1918 private addresses. IPs assignment was initially made re-
specting Free Networks30 allocation, but currently the full 10/8 address space is considered, although

26This estimation has been made with information contributed by each ISP and cross-comparing responses with the
amount of transit and the amount of IPs assigned

27In WiFi the infrastructure mode (i.e. the combination of master-client mode for nodes to supernode connections and
dedicated Point-to-Point -PtP- links between supernodes) has shown to be much more efficient than solutions based
on IEEE802.11 Ad-Hoc mode. Nonetheless, some parts of the network operate in Ad-Hoc mode.

28So far all to the Catalan national dark fibre provider http://www.xarxaoberta.cat/about/xoc
29Amending the abnormal situation of a backbone of several tens of WiFi hops.
30A project started by the year 2000 intended at harmonising the 10/8 block allocation among CNs. It has been unmain-

tained for years.
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Figure 2.3: guifi.net maps (June 2015). Cities. Left: Vic. Right: Barcelona. Top: general. Bottom:
detailed.

in practice just a few /16 blocks are being used31. IPs are allocated to supernodes in /27 chunks32 and
nodes receive one of these IPs each. In addition, the 172.16/12 block33 is used for the PtP backbone
links. Nonetheless, this range is not routed, and hence 10/8 and 172.16/12 addresses are frequently
referred to as, respectively, public addresses and private addresses.

At the routing level, the network is split into Autonomous Systems, most of them internally running
OSPF, interconnected via BGP. Numbers and name assignments and allocations are made foreseeing

31Geographical allocation.
32Such a small netmask is a legacy of the address space scarcity of the times of Free Networks (10/8 were assigned to

each CN regardless of its size—while guifi.net already had thousands of nodes, the other CNs had tens at most).
33At the time of writing, just the 172.25/16 block is used. Assignments are made in /30.
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Figure 2.4: guifi.net Optical Fibre backbone (June 2015). The thickness of the lines is a function of
the capacity of the links, from 100 Mbps to 10 Gbps.

Table 2.1: guifi.net CAPEX estimation (June 2015)
Quantity Estimated Total

[units] average cost [AC]
[AC/u.]

WiFi node 28,500 250 7,125,000
OF node 100 1,500 150,000
PoPIX 15 2,750 41,250

Commons 7,316,250

PoPIX 15 2,750 41,250
Interconnection 41,250

TOTAL 7,357,500

the network as one single network (i.e. respecting compatibility). As of June 2015 about 3,500 routes
were announced at the biggest BGP cloud34.

2.5.2 Connection to other networks

guifi.net is connected to many networks, including the global Internet, in a number of ways. The
preferred way is by peering with other networks, because this method is closely aligned with the
cooperative principles of the project. Less preferred ways, but also possible and currently used,
are through paid carriers and by sharing domestic Internet connections. Network interconnection is
conceived as content, so as such, it is made available according to the conditions of the one who offers
it.

34Because block aggregation is not automated
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Table 2.2: guifi.net OPEX estimation (June 2015)
Quantity Estimated Total

[units] average cost [AC/year]
[AC/u./year]

WiFi node 28,500 96 2,736,000
OF node 100 96 9,600
PoPIX 15 3,600 54,000

Commons 2,799,600

Proxies 100 720 72,000
PoPIX 15 3,600 54,000
CATNIX 1 7,200 7,200
Uplink 3 12,000 36,000
Colo. Bararcelona 1 18,000 18,000
Colo. Vic 1 2,400 2,400
RIPE-NCC 1 1,800 1,800
Provision 1 48,000 48,000
Administration 1 18,000 18,000
Technical management 1 18,000 18,000
Insurance 1 840 840

Interconnection 276,240

TOTAL 3,075,840

Figure 2.5: Total inbound and outbound guifi.net transit (July 2014 - June 2015).

The guifi.net Foundation is a member of the Catalan Exchange Point (CATNIX35), which has about
39 peers (counting IPv4 and IPv6) and has three Internet uplinks from independent providers: one
at 10 Gbps, another one at 1 Gbps, and the last at 300 Mbps. The capacity of the uplinks and the
CATNIX connections are distributed to the ISPs, which in turn distribute them among their customers.
Figure 2.5 shows the evolution of the total inbound and outbound guifi.net transit over the last twelve
months36. In addition, most of the operators have retail public IPv4 and IPv6 ranges distributed in the
same way. The network is also connected to the Community-Lab.net experimental testbed and as part
of that guifi.net has a network-level federation with several other European CNs.

The standard way for users to make their domestic Internet connections available to other guifi.net

35http://www.catnix.net/en/
36Discontinuities of early November and mid December are clear examples of the effect of the integration of new PoPIX.
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members is through proxies. A federation of Internet access proxies, which was developed by the
guifi.net community, allows each user to employ all of them with the same credentials and for free.
DSL lines of public administrations (councils, libraries, telecentres, etc.) are usually made available
to guifi.net participants in this way because it offers several technical and, most important, legal
guarantees.
According to the estimates made by Foundation the CAPEX of the interconnections is around
41,250 AC and the OPEX over 276,240 AC per year.

2.5.3 Participation

As already indicated, the guifi.net ecosystem is very rich in terms of variety of participants, each of
them playing a strategic role. A study [6] in 2014 found 13,407 registered users in the guifi.net portal
and 55 mailing lists. A description of the current state of the most relevant groups follows.

Volunteers. As for most open projects, the number of volunteers can merely be quantified by in-
direct metrics such as the number of posts in the mailing lists, etc., but qualitatively we can
say that the guifi.net community of volunteers is healthy. Volunteers contribute in many tasks
such as bootstrapping new areas, assisting newcomers, improving the software tools, doing
maintenance, etc. Thanks to their locality and their commitment to the project, they are a key
component in the task of ensuring that the rules are fulfilled, especially in areas where the Foun-
dation presence is limited. As an indicator of size, apart from the 13,407 registered portal users,
there are 40 regional mailing lists.

Professionals. Nine SMEs participate in the economic compensation system. In addition, many
SMEs and self-employed people conduct installations and other paid activities related to
guifi.net37. Despite the fact that competition for customers is always a (desired) source of
tension, which occasionally leads to conflicts, we can state that the coexistence is positive and
the level of collaboration is rather high. As an indicator of size, the professionals mailing list
has 270 subscribers.
The Internet access is still the most popular service. Nonetheless, others such as VoIP and
remote backups have also been offered for quite some time, and new services such as video
streaming and video on-demand are becoming popular, especially in the areas with optical
fibre. The professionals offering infrastructure services are commonly referred to as installers,
and content providers as operators.

The Foundation. The guifi.net Foundation was set in July 2008. It has become member of the CAT-
NIX as well as of the RIPE-NCC38 from which it has obtained the following resource: ASN
49835, IPv4 109.69.8.0/21, 5.10.200.0/21 and 185.32.16.0/22, IPv6 2a00:1508::/32. From the
legal viewpoint, through the corresponding notification to the Spanish National Regulatory Or-
ganisation39, it is the operator of the network infrastructure by default (i.e. of those parts of the
network which are not operated by anyone else) which is very convenient for participants who
are not familiar with these specific legal and administrative details of the telecommunication
sector, such as volunteers or public administrations.
As part of its actions to stimulate the economic activity, the Foundation promotes network
projects (e.g. an optical fibre deployment in a neighbourhood) which afterward are executed

37https://guifi.net/en/node/3671/suppliers
38http://www.ripe.net/
39Comisión del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones (CMT), http://cmt.es/
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by the professionals (project allocations are made according to pre-established rules, and the
Foundation always keeps the role of project supervisor). In addition, the Foundation helps these
professionals by sharing its resources, especially when they start, and accompanies them during
their growth process.

Its dissemination activities include promotion in public administrations, with politicians, private
companies, and citizens, dialogue with the regulator and in response to any public call that may
affect the commons network, etc.

Its research activities are mostly tied to collaborations with universities. The Foundation has
participated (period 2011-2015) in two FP7 projects, one CIP project and one H2020 project of
the European Commission.

Other guifi.net organisations. A diversity of non-profit organisations complement the activity of
the guifi.net Foundation. Local associations of users are typical, some having legal identity40,
and others being just informal groups. Some of these groups are former wireless communities
that joined guifi.net, many keeping their identity41. Cooperative initiatives42 have also emerged
and have started promoting projects.

This type of organisation is a typical entry point for newcomers because they do a lot of dis-
semination activities and provide support to beginners. Associations and informal groups are
preferred by technical skilled people, while cooperatives are preferred by people who supports
guifi.net principles and ideas, but either they do not have the required skills or the time to put
them into practice. Two associations participate in the economic compensation system.

Grup LIR (GLIR) is the technical group in charge of operating the guifi.net NOC. It consists
mostly of professionals, but volunteers also have the right to participate. Currently, 42 persons
are in the group. The group is closed to protect sensitive information.

Public administrations. As in any other infrastructure, public administrations have strategic roles
(policy making, promotion, etc.) in the telecommunications sector. Thus, collaboration is
almost mandatory. Collaboration agreements have been signed by guifi.net with many of them,
mostly small- to middle-size municipalities (e.g. with almost all of the Osona county), but also
with counties (e.g. Consell Comarcal d’Osona). A correlation between size of municipalities
and the level of commitment with the commons network can easily be identified; the smaller
and the less served by conventional telcos, the stronger the commitment and the bigger the
contributions. At the moment, more than one hundred councils are actively collaborating with
guifi.net, most of them through the Foundation but also through local installers and operators.

Universities. The Foundation has signed collaboration agreements with almost all Catalan univer-
sities. Collaboration activities include infrastructure deployment, research projects, students
mentoring, dissemination, etc.

Other third parties. The following are examples of the many cases of successful collaborations
with third parties to contribute to the network commons. These cases show that almost any en-
tity or organisation can contribute. Since 2008 the Catalan top level domain (.cat) has most of its
hardware in the guifi.net facilities; their contribution was crucial to launch the first PoPIX. The
Hospital of Vic43 self-supplies its connectivity needs through an optical fibre cable deployed by
it and held in common.

40E.g. Associació per a l’expansió de la xarxa oberta, E.g. Delegació territorial de la Fundació al Maresme
41E.g. Badalona Wireless, Gràcia sense fils, Pineda sense fils, etc.
42E.g. Sestaferia.net, Eticom/Somconnexió, Guifi Baix, etc.
43The capital of the Osona county.
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Figure 2.6: Households bandwidth and Internet access in Catalonia per county (comarca) in 2013.
Source: IDESCAT 45

2.5.4 Governance

Conflict resolution system. Only three cases of conciliation have occurred since the conflict res-
olution system was established in 2013. The number of flames in the forums and in the mailing
lists has been substantially reduced.

Economic compensation system. The compensation system was started in the Barcelona
PoPIX in April 2014. Currently it is implemented in four other PoPIX and the plan is to extend
it to the rest by the end of 2015.

2.5.5 Impact

Figure 2.6 presents the data about penetration of the bandwidth and Internet access in the households
of Catalonia in 2013, released by the public Catalan Statistics Institute (Institut Català d’Estadı́stica
(IDESCAT)44) per county [65]. It also contains the average rate of Internet access of the European
Union, Spain, and Catalonia. The first thing to notice is that, despite the fact that Catalonia is about
three points above the Spanish average, it is still seven points below the European average. Second,
and most relevant regarding guifi.net impact, the Catalan county with the best results and the only
one above the EU average, is Osona, where guifi.net was born. Moreover, it is the only county where
broadband access is above Internet access. The indicators of other counties where guifi.net presence
is significant, such as Bages and Baix Ebre, are also larger when compared to similar counties but
where guifi.net presence is irrelevant.

44http://www.idescat.cat
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Osona has about 9,000 nodes46. Combining this number with others coming from IDESCAT47. We
conclude that about 22,4% of the Osona inhabitants have guifi.net access: around 30,500 people.

2.6 Discussion

More than 28,500 operational nodes have been deployed over ten years, with an estimated CAPEX
greater than 7.3M AC and an estimated OPEX greater than 3M AC per year. These are sufficient in-
dicators to state that the guifi.net case proves that telecommunication infrastructures can be held in
common and also that CNs have great potential to bootstrap the local economy.
The heterogeneity of the technologies used, as well as of the participants, and the level of collaboration
among them reinforces the previous statement. The nurtured community of participating volunteers
proves that the project is truly open. The number of professionals indicates that it provides busi-
ness opportunities ensuring its sustainability. The amount of municipalities involved shows its social
value. The guifi.net community is characterised by a high self-awareness and a general will to push
the project forward. All this is accomplished by following a very successful crowdsourcing model,
based on contributions from a large community of more than 13,000 registered members and a set of
organisational structures, agreements, and support tools, with only a couple of part time employees
devoted to these tasks.
Considering that the number of new nodes of the last year is over 4,500 (Figure 2.2a), the significant
amount of small and middle network clouds (Figure 2.2b), and that a region that has adopted guifi.net,
Valencia, already accounts for over 17% of the nodes, we can say that guifi.net is a successful crowd-
sourcing project that has a real impact on society (Figure 2.6).
Collaboration from public administrations is crucial in the effective development of guifi.net by the
community. It becomes clear when comparing the guifi.net penetration in the cities of Vic and
Barcelona (Figure 2.3)—both cities with more than one conventional operator available. Indeed, de-
spite the fact that the Vic council commitment has never been as strong as the commitment of smaller
municipalities of Osona county, it has treated guifi.net rather decently (e.g. signed the agreement
with guifi.net, given similar treatment as to the conventional operators but understanding its traits).
On the contrary, the collaboration with the Barcelona council has never succeeded. The results are not
only evident in terms of operational nodes, 1243 to 329, although Barcelona has about forty times the
population, but also in terms of rates such as planned to operational nodes48, 0.32 to 0.60, or nodes to
supernodes49, 0.02 to 0.3.
Explaining why guifi.net has started in Osona and not elsewhere, and why it has had such a spectacular
evolution, requires a detailed discussion. The fact that it is under the European regulatory framework
has obviously been an enabler. The state of the art of technology helps to explain when it started
(i.e. after WiFi became affordable and hackable) but fails to answer why its use is so strong in a
given county, because there are older European wireless initiatives (e.g. FF dates from 2000). We

46http://guifi.net/ca/Catalunya, 8,958 adding Osona and Lluçnȩs and substracting Santa Maria de Marlès
and Sant Feliu Sasserra, as they belong to other counties (comarques).

47Osona has 71,597 households, Catalunya 2,944,944 http://www.idescat.cat/pub/?id=aec&n=700; in
Osona 38,029 buildings have at least a household, 75.6% of the households are single family houses http:
//www.idescat.cat/pub/?id=aec&n=692&lang=en; Osona population (2013): 155,069 http://www.
idescat.cat/pub/?id=aec&n=246&lang=en; thus, 4.08 inhabitants/building. The rate supernodes to nodes
is 0.1; estimates are that half of them are not installed in homes.

48This rate indicates the loss of opportunity, i.e. people that would join guifi.net if it were easier.
49This rate indicates the participants’ commitment, especially when combined with the planned to active nodes rate, i.e.

those who are in the network are committed enough to afford a supernode.
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believe that the key factors are the vision of the starters in applying the commons concepts to the
infrastructure to be designed and deployed, combined with the fact that they had the background and
they committed enough efforts to implement their ideas. Undoubtedly, the self-service approach, the
understanding that the existence of a solid economic activity is essential for the sustainability of any
project, and the evolutionary approach for solving the problems are additional reasons.
It is interesting to note that CNs can perfectly coexist with the conventional network operators. Fig-
ure 2.6 shows that not only CNs contribute to ameliorate digital exclusion, but they do not replace
conventional operators. According to IDESCAT, in 8.54% of the households the price is a reason
for not having Internet access50, 51, which matches the differences in Figure 2.6 between the Osona
and Selva counties52. In this regard, while a few guifi.net participants have cancelled their contracts
with conventional operators, they are more than exceeded by those participants who also have Internet
provision contracted either from conventional operators or from guifi.net’ operators.

2.7 The Network Infrastructure as a Common Pool Resource

As already discussed, the underlying principle behind guifi.net is the firm conviction that the optimal
way to hold a network is by establishing it as a CPR. CPRs were studied in depth by E. Ostrom [66].
In this section we compare her findings with guifi.net evolution. Interestingly, until recently, Ostrom’s
works were unknown to the guifi.net community. Nonetheless, the evolution of most of the concepts
and governance tools developed by the community perfectly match Ostrom’s findings.
According to Ostrom, a CPR typically consists of a core resource which provides a limited quantity
of extractable fringe units. In our case, the core resource is the network, which is nurtured by the
network segments the participants deploy to reach the network or to improve it, and the fringe unit is
the connectivity they obtain. Resilient CPRs require effective governance institutions to keep a long-
term direction and deal with the struggle to handle many actors and changes in a complex system.
The long-term direction is defined as sustainability in remaining productive or operational under the
fundamental principles of the CPR, and the short-term goal is defined as adaptability in reacting and
adapting to change.

2.7.1 Sustainability

Analysing the design of long-enduring CPR institutions, Ostrom [66] identified eight principles which
are prerequisites for a sustainable CPR. We now discuss their application to our case:
1. Clearly defined boundaries. The fundamental principles of open and non-discriminatory access,
and open participation in the life of the network translate into prescriptions defined by the participation
framework, the network management tools, and the governance tools. The participation framework is
implemented, as described in Section 2.4.2, through the community license, the Network Commons
License (NCL), and the specific collaboration agreements with professionals and third parties, which
prevent exclusion and regulate open and fair usage of the resource. The network management tools
regulate the infrastructure itself, described in Section 2.4.3. The governance tools regulate the conflict
resolution system and economic compensation system, which is required to preserve its fundamental
principles, is described in Section 2.4.4.

50http://www.idescat.cat/pub/?id=ticll13&lang=en
51http://www.idescat.cat/pub/?id=ticll13&n=2.4.2&lang=en
52As stated in Section 2.5, guifi.net presence in Selva is negligible.
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2. Rules regarding the appropriation and provision of common resources that are adapted
to local conditions. The congruence between appropriation (usage of the network) and provision
(expansion of the network) is mediated by the common network management and provisioning tools
that assist in assessing the status of the network and its usage, and the tools to assist in the expansion
of the infrastructure covering the mapping of the nodes, configuration, and even crowd-funding or
sharing the cost of new or upgraded network nodes and links. These tools, described in Section 2.4.4,
embody and implement the principles defined by the Network Commons License.
3. Collective-choice arrangements that allow most resource appropriators to participate in the
decision-making process. Complexity and transaction costs grow as the network grows in size (num-
ber of nodes, links, distance, participants). This complexity is managed by social structures such as
the Local Internet Registry (LIR) operating the network (NOC) with diverse representation from all
CPR stakeholders, and such open structures as the local and global face-to-face meetings, and the
digital participation tools such as social media and mailing lists, described in Section 2.4.1. In all
these structures, the community of those who use or participate in the construction of the resource
can participate openly, despite the fact that the members of the LIR and the patrons of the Foundation
depend on a core group of representative senior appropriators.
4. Effective monitoring by monitors who are part of, or accountable to, the appropriators.
Monitoring is performed with the assistance of network management and provisioning software tools,
described in Section 2.4.3, that provide a common information base about history and status of the
common infrastructure resource; and the lead of many local trusted senior members that rely on that
open data and coordinate decisions when needed. These decisions are accountable, deliberated, and
reported in the communication tools, described in Section 2.4.1, and recorded in the organisational
history as part of the extended community license.
5. Graduated sanctions for appropriators who do not respect community rules. The conflict
resolution system, described in Section 2.4.4, has clear and systematic methods to deal with users that
negatively affect the common infrastructure resource. Problems typically occur due to imbalances
between investment in the infrastructure and the network usage, generally among professional mem-
bers. The cost reporting is collected, and it is publicly reported by the guifi.net Foundation that is also
in charge of the billing to compensate for imbalances.
6. Conflict-resolution mechanisms which are cheap and easy to access. The conflict resolution
system provides a structured procedure with three stages of escalation, and progressive levels of
complexity and economic cost to the parts, all driven by a lawyer selected from a set of volunteers.
This system has been proven to be cheap, easily accessible, efficient, effective, and scalable, which
enable it to address a wide range of conflicts around the network.
7. Self-determination of the community recognised by higher-level authorities. The community
license has been examined by lawyers and written to be valid and enforceable under the Spanish
legislation where guifi.net is mainly deployed. In addition, the guifi.net Foundation has signed col-
laboration agreements with local and regional public administrations and is legally established for
its function. It is also registered as a network provider or telecom service provider in Spain and a
member of the public market regulator, where it validates its service provision mechanisms. This is
in the participation framework described in Section 2.4.2.
8. In the case of larger CPRs, organisation in the form of multiple layers of nested enterprises,
with small local CPRs at their bases. The Foundation mediates among the complex structures of
internal members (such as individuals, professionals, service providers, public entities), the many
local CPRs at the base, providing a federated CPR with many aspects in common, and interacts with
external organisations in the local and global scope in many aspects. This is in the participation
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framework described in Section 2.4.2.

2.7.2 Adaptability

As already shown, in guifi.net the concepts and governance tools have been developed and refined as
new problems and obstacles were appearing, in a complete adaptive governance fashion. Ostrom [67]
outlined five basic requirements for achieving adaptive governance:

1. Achieving accurate and relevant information, by focusing on the creation and use of timely
scientific knowledge on the part of both the managers and the users of the resource. The commu-
nity produces open knowledge about practices and experience, and works with the scientific commu-
nity to co-develop and apply scientific knowledge for the best development, management, and usage
of the CPR. Collaboration agreements with academic and research organisations are the instrument
to develop this principle, described in Section 2.4.2.

2. Dealing with conflict, acknowledging the fact that conflicts will occur, and having systems
in place to discover and resolve them as quickly as possible. The facts about the CPR are col-
lected and managed by the Network management and provision tools. The rules in the community
license and collaboration agreements define the limits that determine conflicting situations, quanti-
fied and discovered by inspection of the facts collected by the previous tools. The mechanisms for
discussion are based on the participation tools with which the conflicts are defined and then solved
using instruments to reach consensus, such as the conflict resolution system, and finally the economic
compensation system, described in Section 2.4.4, and all coordinated by the guifi.net Foundation.

3. Enhancing rule compliance, by creating responsibility for the users of a resource to monitor
usage. The openness principle requires users to publish open data about the network and allow the
monitoring of nodes and their traffic. This requirement is supported and facilitated by the network
management tools, described in Section 2.4.3. The communication tools also help to facilitate any
discussion and promote responsibility to the usage of the CPR.

4. Providing infrastructure, that is flexible over time, both to aid internal operations and create
links to other regimes. The Foundation provides that infrastructure and the flexibility to understand
and adapt to changes over time, oversee the evolution of the CPR, facilitate the internal operation, and
maintain links with external organisations and other regimes that coexist, interact, and interoperate
with the CPR.

5. Encouraging adaption and change, to address errors and cope with new developments. The
Foundation and its patrons, in its overseeing and steering role (sometimes referred to as a second level
or umbrella organisation), play this role of driving feedback, organisational learning, and forecasting.

2.8 Lessons learned

This section discusses what, to our understanding, are the main lessons learned. Based on our active
participation and research on guifi.net, and in comparison to other CNs, this patchwork of loosely
connected ideas and practises is intended to be a wide set of guidelines for other projects. We strongly
recommend that these projects build upon what exists already, devote their efforts in refining it, and
contribute back their improvements.

Open and non-discriminatory access. Although these concepts are implicit to CNs, it is es-
sential to safeguard them. Thus, it is good to make them explicit. The success of guifi.net has
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been demonstrated, as it has provided access to infrastructure in areas where other traditional
infrastructure provision models have not been available or effective.

Early adoption of a network license. The existence of such a precise framework for participa-
tion has proven very effective in focusing the community efforts and in creating an appropriate
environment for business development and local investment. It is important to notice that, i) to
the best of our knowledge, guifi.net is the only CN with such well-defined rules, and it is much
larger than the second largest, ii) the initial version of the license was adopted when there were
just a few tens of nodes, and thus, the idea of the need of a formal regulation was introduced
from a very early stage, iii) several CNs, many inspired by guifi.net, have unsuccessfully tried
to adopt a similar license when they were already accounting for several hundred nodes; gen-
erally they have failed because the number of participants was too high to be able to achieve a
consensus on such a radical matter. The license has been instrumental to ensure access to the
collective infrastructure and ensure participation rights in the production and governance of the
CN. It has also enabled its growth.

Diverse participation. As a result of the particular nature of the resource that it is crowdsourced
in CNs (i.e. a physical infrastructure), as already discussed broadly, the balance in participation
of the three groups identified in Section 2.2 is crucial to the proper implementation and devel-
opment of the project due to their specific and irreplaceable roles. In summary, the volunteers
have the responsibility to guarantee the project neutrality and its independence, boost creativity
and innovation, maintain the DIY spirit, and maintain the consumers’ rights. The professionals
must supply goods and services, because they are responsible for covering the market demand
and, for their own interest, they have to raise the funds to maintain the entire ecosystem. The
Public Administrations are responsible for the public resources (access to road ducts, poles,
etc.), including the network infrastructure, and using it to satisfy their own telecommunication
needs.

The infrastructure as common pool resource. The commons is the most suitable and most
effective resource management principle known that guides the life and development of the
community.

Effective tools for participation and coordination. They are essential to put in practice the
theoretical framework. Tools around open data, procedures, automation, and coordination tools
help to lower the barrier to access the infrastructure and to participate in its social production.
They reduce the cost of decision-making and of action, and are imperative for transparency
and accountability. They are also critical for the expansion of the CN. Therefore, they must be
constantly refined.

Multi-level organisation. A large and complex network requires a multi-level structure for feed-
back and interactions at many local communities that are coordinated by a second-level organ-
isation, such as the guifi.net Foundation, that also interacts with external agents.

Leadership/stewardship. The entire process is very innovative and therefore, due to its open
nature, susceptible to deviations. Clear ideas and strong leadership have proven very effective
in stopping useless discussions and isolating disturbing attitudes. Nonetheless, the stewardship
must always be reasonable, inclusive, and accountable. The higher the organisational level, the
greater the importance.

Balance effort between development of support tools and network deployment. The
main goal and the way to keep the project alive is to deploy infrastructure and to maintain
it operationally. Obviously, to accomplish it, a full set of tools, many of them discussed in
this work, must be in place. Nonetheless, it is crucial to balance the efforts spent in building
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this enabling set of tools and those spent in fieldwork. Unfortunately, we have witnessed
many projects that have failed due to excessive efforts in one of the two aspects, leaving the
other unattended. Our general recommendation is to take any opportunity to deploy new
infrastructure and to solve the problems as they appear (do not forget that the value of the
network increases with each new node).

Society engagement. Reasons to start a CN project vary. The most frequent ones are experimen-
tation and research by a group of highly skilled technical enthusiasts. However, the CNs of
this type that we are familiar with have not been able to engage the society because these mo-
tivations are not appealing to the public in general, and thus, these networks have remained as
marginal projects. On the contrary, guifi.net has been envisaged as a production network since
the beginning, and thus, it has attracted the attention of many people who have found in it an
opportunity to solve their connectivity problems. Once they have understood the social value
of the proposition, some of them have become very active contributors.

2.9 Future work

Even though the guifi.net project development is extremely positive, as already discussed, it is
nonetheless true that it must keep evolving to face the challenges of a globalised context. The in-
adequate and expensive services of the conventional ISPs have been and remain an opportunity for
entrepreneurs to establish a foothold in the telecommunications market. However, this market niche
is expected to be significantly reduced in the coming years as a result of the modernisation policies
that conventional ISPs are implementing. The project as a whole must take the opportunity of this
time window to consolidate its position in the market by deploying as much infrastructure as possi-
ble, as well as by developing differentiating products, commercialised by the professionals, because
competition based only on price will not be attainable. At ISP level, a proper balance between the
economy of scale and tailored products is needed. In one respect, aggregation of customers is an evi-
dent strategy for cost reduction, but in the other, customised service offerings have shown to be highly
appreciated, especially by SMEs. At the regional level, the collaboration among ISPs must continue
and even be increased to strengthen the project and to continue benefiting from demand aggregation.
Initiatives such the development of a regional Exchange Point governed by the guifi.net principles
(the CommonsIX) and promoted by the Foundation are well aligned to this goal.
Internationalisation is a stimulating challenge with many opportunities. The benefits of the adoption
of the guifi.net framework by other communities, that is to say new people with new skills and new
ideas, with a need to adapt the framework to different realities, with contributions to the formalisation
and modularisation processes, etc., would significantly enhance the model. This is particularly true
if the adopter were from a different state due to different regulatory, language, or other challenges.
For instance, many CNs have shown interest in the guifi.net CN license. However, they object that it
is too dependent on the Spanish legal framework. Working within a different state would bring the
opportunity to decouple global matters from the local specifics. This way, for instance, the CN license
could be split into parts, the first to be shared with all the adopters, thus setting the collaboration
framework, and the second tailored for each specific CN to address its local needs. Following the
multi-level organisation approach discussed in Section 2.8, this process would bring the opportunity
to create a higher-level (international) organisation to coordinate the CNs and take care of the global
matters. The internationalisation process would also contribute to creating awareness of the social
value of the commons model, not only for the network infrastructure, but also for other cases.
Internally, the growth of the guifi.net project entails interesting challenges. At the social level, for
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instance, the community of contributors is about to reach a size where they will not know each other
easily. This situation will test the tools and social resources developed, and it is very likely to in-
volve changes. Technically, the IPv4 exhaustion is a major challenge for the community, as well as
regarding the technological obsolescence of hardware and software.

2.10 Conclusions on the CPR model

Community networks, neutral and open crowdsourced local computer network infrastructures, are
a successful model developed within the last 10 years or more, with guifi.net as a success story.
The guifi.net community has created and developed a methodology based on the commons manage-
ment principles that has scaled up and has become sustainable by being open and neutral to diverse
technological choices, to traffic, and to participants, including volunteers, professionals, and public
administrations.
The guifi.net community has evolved to accommodate growth throughout the collective development
and usage of tools for coordination. That includes i) tools for communication; ii) tools for network
planning and management; iii) a participation framework with organisational tools such as the com-
munity license, the Foundation, or collaboration agreements; and iv) governance tools including con-
flict resolution, and economic compensation. The result is a healthy community of more than 13,000
registered participants, a network infrastructure of more than 40,000 declared nodes with more than
28,500 operational, and a total length of around 50,000 km of links, connected to the global Internet.
The guifi.net case is solid proof that infrastructures can be effectively managed as a commons. In fact,
the guifi.net case has enough differences, complexity, coherence, and completeness that it may de-
serve its own specific model, the guifi.net model. This model of telecommunications infrastructures,
compared to conventional models, is socially, economically, and environmentally more effective in
its context: socially because it is based on the non-discriminatory and open access principles which
empower people and preserve the infrastructure’s sovereignty; economically and environmentally be-
cause the sharing paradigm on which it is based, the common pool resource, maximises the utilisation
of resources; and the model shows to scale well. Contrary to the trend of privatising public infrastruc-
tures, such as the telephone network, we claim the opportunity for transformation and development
of network infrastructures held in common.
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3 On the Sustainability of Community Clouds

Abstract

The Internet and cloud services are key enablers for participation in society. The need for Internet
access in areas underserved by commercial telecom operators has often been a motivation to develop
community networks. Many examples around the world show successful cooperative developments
of open, participatory local networking infrastructures. Such collaborative models have not yet been
applied to local cloud computing resources and services. In this chapter, we elaborate on the sus-
tainability model of the guifi.net community network as a basis for cloud-based infrastructures and
services in communities. Based on the previous chapter on the sustainability of a network infras-
tructure as a commons-pool resource, we discuss their application to cloud-based services within the
network and come up with a framework of tools and components for community cloud resources and
services. Finally, we assess the current status of the experimental community cloud in guifi.net, where
some of the proposed tools are already operational1.

3.1 Introduction

All citizens and organizations should be able to participate and benefit in the digital society, with the
Internet and cloud services as key enablers. The need for Internet access in areas which were left unat-
tended by commercial telecom operators has often been a motivation to develop community-driven
local network infrastructures. The participants in community networks, as volunteers, enterprises,
public and private organisations share resources, being these not only networking hardware, but also
time, effort and knowledge, which are required to develop and maintain the network infrastructure
used by the community. However these community networks incorporate many local services of
common interest that require shared computing and storage resources. These shared computing re-
sources, combined with Internet access, bring to users new possibilities for digital services, beyond
the generic services offered mainly by global cloud service providers in the Internet. The potential
lies in the application of the community cloud concept [68] to communities of citizens. In its generic
form, a community cloud refers to a cloud deployment model in which a cloud infrastructure is built
and provisioned for an exclusive use by a specific community of consumers with shared concerns and
interests, owned and managed by the community or by a third party or a combination thereof [69].
While commercial community cloud solutions are a reality nowadays in several application areas such
as in the financial, governmental and health sector, fulfilling community-specific requirements (e.g.
security, performance, local content), citizen community clouds are not yet available today.
In this chapter, we argue that a community network cloud, a cloud formed by community-owned local

1This chapter was developed in collaboration with the Clommunity project, using the Community-Lab.net testbed and
considering the sustainability and future use of the combined infrastructure developed in the CONFINE and Clommu-
nity projects.
Published as: On the Sustainability of Community Clouds in Guifi.net. Roger Baig, Leandro Navarro, Felix Fre-
itag. Submitted to the 12th International Conference on Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems and Services (GECON
2015), Cluj-Napoca, Romania, September 15-17, 2015.
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computing and communication resources able to provide services of local interest, can emerge and be
sustainable if the appropriate tools and mechanisms are in place to govern the collective action of the
community.

We elaborate a proposal for such a cloud for communities of citizens modelled after the model of the
guifi.net community network, which is the most successful and developed case among these networks
in terms of size of the network, number and variety of participants, and complexity of the ecosystem.

The main contributions of this chapter are the following: a) Identification of specific issues concern-
ing the sustainability of citizen community clouds. b) A framework for establishing and maintaining
community cloud infrastructures and services based on the guifi.net model. c) An analysis of the
current cloud infrastructure in guifi.net and assessment.

We elaborate our contributions as follows: We identify in section 3.2 specific issues of cloud comput-
ing for the adoption of this sustainability model. In section 3.3, we propose a framework containing
tools and components for cloud-based service provision by a community. In section 3.4 we describe
how the framework has been implemented so far in guifi.net and analyze several performance indica-
tors. In section 3.5 we conclude outlining our findings and future work.

3.2 The sustainability of community cloud computing

The organisational structure of the guifi.net network infrastructure, described in the previous chapter,
follows the principles of long-enduring CPR institutions. However, when considering a shared pool
of configurable computing resources and services, there are specific aspects to discuss in community
clouds.

A CPR typically consists of a core resource which provides a limited quantity of extractable fringe
units. In the case of a community cloud, as the core resource is nurtured by diverse contributions of
networking, computing and service elements the participants deploy to expand or improve it, and the
fringe unit is the service they obtain.

The following differences of cloud resources compared to the network infrastructure have been iden-
tified:

Building elements: For a community cloud, the building elements are more diverse than in the
underlying network since, in addition to the physical level where host devices (servers) provide
computing and storage services and the network provides connectivity, the cloud software stack
(IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) are also building elements that provide diverse additional services.

Inter-dependency among resources: The resulting asset at the network level is a primary in-
frastructure, that is to say, it has no inherent dependencies to other infrastructures. This is not
the case for the cloud, which inherently depends on network connectivity for the interaction
among building elements and users. In addition there are inter-dependencies among physical
resources with services and among different services. Some resources or services could be more
critical or demanded than others. The consequences of the deployment of an infrastructure with
such dependencies must be studied not only from the viewpoint of usage/demand/traffic on a
specific class of resource, but also from a more systemic viewpoint to answer questions about
the complexity of interaction and balance across classes of cloud resources, resource bundles
required in services, congestion management and fairness, influence with related infrastruc-
tures such as the underlying network, the power grid, the environment, or the socio-economic
community of users and organisations around.
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Roles and balance between professionals and volunteers: We can expect a mix of volun-
tary contributions of networking and computing resources, even cloud services provided in a
best-effort (or peer-to-peer) manner, together with professionally operated resources run by
local or global providers, perhaps at a higher cost but also at a higher scale and with service-
level commitments. As with the network, the community structure can incorporate both vol-
unteers and professionals or SMEs, and in fact, create the opportunity for local entrepreneurs
to offer tailored cloud-based services to address community needs, and develop an inclusive
socio-economic ecosystem for local development. The guifi.net participation framework with
the community license, the authority of its foundation, the collaboration agreements, conflict
resolution and economic compensations system can be directly implemented to regulate and
promote this.

Infrastructure vs. services division It seems that the rule applied for the network infrastructure
level, “the guifi.net community takes care of the infrastructure as a CPR, the content is left up
to the users” (considering content as pure usage and therefore external to the CPR, can also be
applied to the cloud level, but the criteria to determine what must be considered external (as
content) and what is considered infrastructure must be set. This boundary between internal and
external services also determines how hybrid clouds should be considered.

3.3 A framework for cloud-based services in guifi.net

As in the case of the network infrastructure, the implementation of the CPR at the cloud level requires
effective rules and tools. The design principles identified in [66] for the institutions to govern success-
fully collective action for a CPR inspired the tools which are presented in this section. We determine
and materialize in the following the components and tools needed to implement a community cloud
as a CPR.

3.3.1 Community Cloud infrastructure as a Common-Pool Resource

The fundamental principles of guifi.net apply to a community cloud, defined to be fully inclusive,
that revolve around i) the openness of access (usage) of the infrastructure, and ii) the openness of
participation (construction, operation, governance) in the development of the infrastructure and its
community. The application of these fundamental principles result in a community cloud resource
and service infrastructure that is a collective good, socially produced, and governed as a common-
pool resource.

The reasons that apply at network level to the conception of the contributed infrastructure as a CPR,
e.g. standardisation of resource management, interoperability of individual contributed resources,
need for ease of contribution by users, seem also to stand for citizen community clouds. With a set
of essential IaaS and PaaS cloud services given as a CPR, enhanced and aggregated SaaS services
may be built upon them and offered on a cost-sharing or a for-profit model. Previous volunteer
computing proposals, e.g. [70], often addressed the trading of virtual machines (VMs) corresponding
to the cloud IaaS, upon which users would deploy their services. VMs and basic cloud services
are part of the CPR and therefore subject to allocation under the community license, the economic
compensations and conflict resolution system. However, this scheme would enable service trading
already at the level of complex services built upon this CPR. Similar to how the network CPR reduces
the entry barrier (through network transparency, neutrality, cost sharing, resulting in reduced CAPEX
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and OPEX cost) and enables the market niche of proximity services, a cloud infrastructure held as a
CPR might contribute to make it more accessible for SMEs.

3.3.2 Stakeholders

The coexistence of volunteer and for-profit participants, already happening at the network level, is
desirable to be extended to the cloud level. Thus, the concept of the resources needed to build the
cloud (the hardware and the software) as a CPR will establish a framework for contribution and
collaboration between volunteers and for-profit professionals, similarly to what has been built at the
network level.

3.3.3 Computing, coordination and communication tools

As with the network infrastructure, a set of software tools and services are required to ease the tasks
of deploying the components of the infrastructure and coordinating its operation and usage.

Computing Resources :

Cloud Access Points (CAP): In order to facilitate the adoption of the required software
components, a GNU/Linux software distribution containing all of them has been devel-
oped. The distribution, named Cloudy, is delivered as a standalone version and as a con-
tainer to be installed in a users’s computer device. Cloud participants interact with it
through a Web-GUI.

Cloud Resource Devices (RD):

Computing resources are also provided by a set of Resource Devices (RD), a resource ag-
gregate. Software and infrastructure developed under the EU-funded CONFINE2 project.
These are network-attached low-power computers deployed anywhere in the network,
dedicated to provide computing and storage resources in the form of virtual machines
implemented as Linux Containers with access control, resource isolation and manage-
ment capabilities to grant a trusted remote user with full access to the processing, storage
and network resources allocated to a given container. RDs are based on the OpenWRT
GNU/Linux distribution extended with a remote control (REST API) service that can
manage the life-cycle of multiple containers running concurrently in the same host. We
call each of these containers a sliver and the set of slivers on diverse RDs belonging to a
service are a slice.

An aggregate of RDs follow a Resource Controller that allows service owners to select
and request computing resources from a collection of associated RDs and then deploy a
service, as a container operating system image deployed and run on each sliver of a given
slice. The Resource Controller (confine-controller: 3) is a software package that provides
a web interface as well as a REST API to the resource registry, allowing users to create
and manage slices in all associated RD, as well as register and offer new RDs in it, among
other tasks.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

2http://confine-project.eu/. RD: “Resource Devices” correspond to “Research Devices” in the
Community-Lab.net testbed.

3https://wiki.confine-project.eu/soft:server
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Virtual machines: A service for allocating and managing virtual machines (VMs) is a key
enabler of cloud uptake.

In Cloudy Cloud Access Points the service is implemented using OpenVZ technology
through its Web Panel, and in Cloud Resource Devices this is implemented through the
Resource Controller Web Panel or its REST API.

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

Distributed announcement and discovery of services (DADS): In a peer-production
context it is essential to have an effective mechanism to find out the services available
automatically. DADS uses the Serf gossip protocol for exchanging information about the
active services available, and has been developed as a core component of Cloudy. The
discovered services are presented to the user grouped by categories and can be sorted
according to several metrics, including locality.

Authentication service: This service provides user authentication by a recognised indepen-
dent third party. The concept results from the evolution of the solution to authentication
needs of the guifi.net federated proxy system. Currently, it is implemented using LDAP
in a redundant master-slave architecture hosted and operated by the guifi.net Foundation.

Software as a Service (SaaS)

guifi.net services: The three main services in guifi.net have been integrated in Cloudy:

DNS Service to participate in the guifi.net DNS system for the resolution of internal
addresses (RFC1918). Implemented with BIND.

Network monitoring instance to contribute to the network monitoring system. It is
implemented using SNMP feeding RRDtool buffer rings.

Web proxy as part of hundreds of Internet gateways contributed by volunteers. That way
any validated user can access any of the federated web proxies for Internet service.
The service is base on the Squid proxy software.

Third-party services: The following third-party services are currently integrated in Cloudy:

syncthing A decentralised cloud storage system with cryptographic features which
gives full control to the users over where their data is replicated.

PeerStreamer A peer-to-peer media streaming framework with a streaming engine for
the efficient distribution of media streams, a source application for the creation of
channels and a player applications to visualize the streams.

Tahoe-LAFS A fault-tolerant encrypted decentralized cloud storage system which dis-
tributes user data across multiple servers in replicated data chuncks. Even if some
of the servers fail or are taken over by an attacker, the entire file store continues to
function correctly while preserving user’s privacy and security.

WebDAV server A set of extensions to the HTTP protocol which allows users to collab-
oratively edit and manage files on remote web servers. Implemented with the Apache
Web server DAV module.

Other services can be deployed on resource slices, a collection of virtual machines
obtained and managed as IaaS using the aggregate of available cloud resource devices.
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3.3.3.1 Communication tools:

Two mailing lists give support to Cloudy users and developers4. A web site and wiki describe Cloudy5.
To contribute to the development of Cloudy or report bugs, users can register in the dev site6.

3.3.4 Participation framework

3.3.4.1 License:

A Community Cloud Commons License (CCCL) which harmonises the contribution and usage of
the cloud resources will play a key role in the take-up process of the community cloud model in a
similar way as the influence the network license has had on the network infrastructure. The license
must take into account facts like the relationship between users and service providers, among service
providers, and also the coexistence with the NCL, which, as already said in the previous section, must
be accepted by any participant to join the community cloud. The CCCL has not been established yet.
Similar to the NCL process, the steps to write the CCCL licence will go through deliberation with the
community. We propose that the license must cover at least the following aspects:

Service level agreement: Mainly to distinguish between best effort services given for free and
paid ones. As already discussed, the promotion of economic transactions is crucial for the
sustainability and expansion of the ecosystem.

Privacy: In an architecture where sensible data is distributed across the network, privacy protection
must start from the license.

Fair use: Rules of conduct and means of control should be specified in order to avoid abuse of the
resource in commons.

Transparency and accountability: As already discussed, accountability is essential in any CPR
and thus, so is the access to information.

3.3.4.2 Reference authority:

The fact of having a license is tightly related to the existence of an authority which maintains it
and makes sure that it is respected. A decision on the convenience and the viability of having such
organisation must be made. Existing organisations such as the guifi.net Foundation can be considered
to fulfil this role.

3.3.4.3 Collaboration agreements:

As with the network infrastructure, the level of commitment of the operators with the commons is
expressed through an agreement. The set of collaboration agreements for the cloud shall contribute
to enhance confidence among operators offering cloud services. It must be investigated if a graduated
commitment system applies to cloud services and/or if it must be service specific.

4Cloudy users: https://llistes.guifi.net/sympa/info/cloudy-users and developers: https://
llistes.guifi.net/sympa/info/cloudy-dev

5Documentation for users: http://cloudy.community/, and developers: http://en.wiki.guifi.net/
wiki/What_is_Cloudy/

6Contributions to the Cloudy software: http://dev.cloudy.community
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3.3.5 Governance tools

The governance involves all actors to drive a community cloud infrastructure through challenges and
changes to keep it operational and balanced, key to resilient and adaptive CPRs. The two main tools
are the following:

3.3.5.1 Conflicts resolution system:

The already existing system for the resolution of conflicts can be applied as is to community cloud
related issues.

3.3.5.2 Economic compensations system:

A clear economic compensations system is needed to clarify the terms of participation, promote
investment, and reduce the number of disputes. The already existing compensations system adapted
to fit the cloud requirements can be used to balance expenditure. In addition, the impact that the
usage of the cloud services may have on the network infrastructure and its effects on the economic
compensations system of the network must be investigated to determine if the current calculation
system, which is based on the total amount of network traffic at the Points of Presence, must be
adjusted.

3.4 guifi.net community cloud implementation

3.4.1 The guifi.net community cloud

The most convenient way to for a participant to join and contribute to the community cloud is to install
the Cloudy distribution in a small network-attached host (Cloud Access Point - CAP). Figure 3.1
shows its Web user interface after installation at the user’s device. Cloudy ensures the provision
of a basic set of common services which every participant must be able to join and interact in the
community cloud. In addition, it offers an standard way to add new services.
Cloudy7 can be installed as: a) ISO installation image, to be copied to a any bootable device (e.g.
USB memory)8, b) Container filesystem, to be used in LXC or OpenVZ9, c) Script, to be run on top
of any Debian based distribution10.
Cloud Resource Devices (the Research Devices in Community-Lab) can be just installed by register-
ing a small network-attached host on the Resource Controller and downloading a bootable firmware
image to be run on the new device from a USB memory. After that the RD becomes available as part
of a resource pool through its controller. Together, as Figure 3.2 shows, Resource devices and Cloudy
nodes can deploy and run multiple service instances of diverse services.

3.4.2 Assessment of usage and engagement

The experimental guifi.net community cloud became operational in summer 2015. We measured the
technical usage of the community network cloud in terms of instances deployed and services provided.

7Distributed in stable and unstable versions: http://cloudy.community/download/
8http://repo.clommunity-project.eu/images/stable/cloudy.iso
9http://repo.clommunity-project.eu/images/stable/cloudy.container.tar.gz

10https://github.com/Clommunity/cloudynitzar
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Figure 3.1: Cloudy distribution Web user interface.
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Figure 3.2: RD and CAP devices work together to provide distributed services to the community.

Despite numbers may vary as it grows, a few indicators of its size are shown in Table 3.1. There are
37 instances in the Serf cloud, 22 contributed by the Clommunity project and 15 contributed other
parties like volunteers, schools, companies. The guifi-proxy3 is the most popular guifi.net service and
syncthing the most popular of the additional services. In addition, 83 Cloud Resource Devices are
currently available for the deployment of arbitrary services. In terms of number of participants, the
mailing lists show 47 subscribers to the user’s list and 23 subscribers to the developer’s list.
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Indicator: Number of ... Amount
Hosts Clommunity CAP 22

Third-party Cloudy CAP 15
Resource Devices 83

Services Dnsservice 5
OWP 4
Peerstreamer 5
guifi-proxy3 7
Serf 37
Snpservice 5
Syncthing 7
Tahoe-lafs 3

Table 3.1: Community Cloud indicators.

3.5 Conclusions on Community Clouds

Citizen community clouds, are motivated by their disruptive potential for changing the future cloud
service landscape by extending the current cloud service offerings with local cloud resource and
service infrastructures open for access (usage), and open for participation (construction, operation,
governance).
This chapter argues to organize these citizen community clouds as common pool resources (CPR).
To this end, the work reviews first the mechanism which have led the guifi.net community network
to become sustainable at the network infrastructure level. Then specific issues for the applicability of
these mechanisms in community cloud-based services are discussed. A framework of components to
govern such a community network cloud is presented, where some of these components have been
already implemented. The status of the starting community cloud deployment in guifi.net is assessed,
which reveals the user interest and acceptance of the provided tools. The deployment of the tools and
usage also suggests the technical feasibility of such a cloud system to be built, used and governed by
citizens.
The next steps will need to include the development of components to measure and account the con-
tribution to and usage of the cloud CPR, to enable that the economic compensation system, already
applied at the network level, can operate also at the cloud level. Initial interest from SMEs to exper-
iment with close-to-market services upon the cloud CPR should help to develop the business models
for this ecosystem.
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4 Conclusions

This deliverable reports on the final results on the evaluation of Community-owned Local IP Net-
works and a sustainability model proposal based on the common-pool resource model for network
infrastructure, as well as cloud infrastructure and its services.
The proposals are based or validated by work in the context of the CONFINE project exclusively or
in formal or informal collaboration with other related projects such as P2PValue, DCENT from the
CAPS programme, Commons4EU from the CIP programme, Fed4FIRE and Clommunity from FIRE,
Measurement-Lab from OTI, among many other research projects and community initiatives linked
to main and open call participants.
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